November 15, 2017
VIA EMAIL (erin.flaherty@state.ma.us)
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
Attn: MEPA Office Erin Flaherty, EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
RE: Green Line Extension Notice of Project: College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway (EEA#
13886)
Dear Ms. Flaherty:
I write on behalf of Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) to provide the following comments
in response to the Massachusetts Department of Transportation’s (MassDOT) and the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority’s (MBTA) most recent Notice of Project Change
(NPC) for the Green Line Extension (GLX) Project filed on October 17, 2017. The NPC covers the
one-mile extension of the Green Line along the MBTA Lowell Line commuter rail right-of-way
from College Avenue in Medford to the preferred terminus of the extension at Route 16/Mystic
Valley Parkway (MVP) in Somerville and Medford. CLF has been a long-time champion of the
GLX, including the terminus at Route 16/MVP, which will provide significant and urgently needed
transportation, environmental justice, land use, climate and air quality benefits to the Greater
Boston area.
CLF requests that the Secretary issue a limited scope for further evaluation of the GLX from
College Avenue to Route 16/MVP to allow for public review of public impacts and mitigation
measures associated with the recent station design changes and to update relevant analyses where
necessary. A limited scope is warranted because the project has previously been evaluated and
subject to public review, the extension to Route 16/MVP has been determined to be highly
beneficial from an environmental perspective, and the potential impacts of the project have been
reduced since its last review.
Previous Review
The extension of the Green Line from College Avenue to Route 16/MVP has previously
been evaluated and subject to public review as part of the GLX environmental review process. It
was originally included in the environmental review and only separated from this process when the
2009 Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) was released. The DEIR evaluated and identified
this extension to Mystic Valley Parkway as part of the Preferred Alternative and provided the public

with the opportunity for input.1 EEA received 425 comment letters of which 148 addressed the
Route 16/MVP station. Due to fiscal constraints, however, MassDOT deferred this project to a
future phase and began to obtain funding for the Route 16/MVP Station through the Boston Region
Metropolitan Planning Organization. The FEIR Certificate stated in the second paragraph that “the
project also expects to further extend the Medford Branch to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 in
the future” and specifically anticipated continued “planning efforts and funding sources for the
design and construction of Phase II.” The changes proposed for the GLX to Route 16/MVP (see
below) do not appear to meet or exceed significance thresholds defined in 301 CMR 11.10(6).
Benefits
GLX is a legal requirement under the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) and part of a list of
transit improvement commitments provided by the Commonwealth in settlement of a lawsuit to
CLF. GLX will provide significant and urgently needed transportation, economic, social justice,
climate, and air quality benefits to the Greater Boston area. Among these benefits are the
following:


The Green Line Extension will increase walking-distance access to rapid transit in Somerville
alone —one of the most densely-populated areas in the country—from currently 20% of
residents living within a half mile of a transit station to 70%. Currently, bus routes operate in
mixed-flow traffic along congested streets—and much less frequently than the Green Line
Extension headways will be—which causes inefficient and unreliable transit service delivery in
the project area.



The extension to Union Square and Route 16/MVP has been projected by MassDOT to generate
a daily ridership of 60,700 by the year 2030, with approximately 90% of these trips to take place
in the project’s opening year.



Reduced travel times by 13 to 17 minutes (up to 75%) or more and increased frequencies
(headways of five to six minutes) associated with the extension would serve commuters from
Somerville, Medford, and East Arlington and reverse commuters to these areas, including a
number of state-defined environmental justice communities, and provide greater access to jobs,
education, health care and recreational opportunities.



MassDOT has also previously projected that the full extension will provide an average daily
reduction in regional vehicle miles traveled (VMT) of 46,500, which translates into a reduction
of 13.5 kilograms (kg) of VOC, 22.4 kg of NOx, and 459.2 kg of CO. GHG will also be reduced
by about 19.5 metric tons per day, the equivalent of taking more than 1,500 cars off the road.

1

U.S. Federal Transit Administration and Executive Office of Transportation and Public Works, Green
Line Extension Project, Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Assessment and Section 4(f)
Statement. October 2009. Available at: http://www.greenlineextension.org.
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The Route 16/MVP terminus will produce an estimated reduction in VMT of more than ten
percent of the GLX project. It also will provide fair and equitable access to transit—and thus to
increased economic and educational opportunities—to five additional state-defined
environmental justice communities (two in Somerville, two in Medford, and one in Arlington).
At the same time, unlike the first phase of the project, a terminus at Route 16/MVP will fulfill
the CAA State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement to extend the Green Line to the Medford
Hillside and the relevant transit improvement commitment the Commonwealth made to CLF in
settlement of a lawsuit.

Reduction in Potential Impacts
MassDOT and the MBTA recently reevaluated the design of the Route 16/MVP station to
match the recent design changes of the GLX from Lechmere Station to College Avenue, as well as
to minimize property impacts. As a result, modifications were made to the conceptual design of the
Route 16/MVP extension including lowering the Green Line tracks from commuter rail level to
street level, building an at-grade, one-level station (rather than a two-level station), replacing the
canopy with multiple pre-fabricated weather shelters along the station platform, constructing
pedestrian grade crossings for access to the low-level platforms, and increasing capacity for bicycle
parking to 120 spaces in a secure storage enclosure, removing all customer parking from the station
design, adding an electrical substation to provide additional traction power capacity (as previously
identified), and shifting station access drive north to reduce impacts to an adjacent business located
at 200 Boston Avenue in Medford. Combined, these changes will reduce the total size acreage of
the project by almost half from 6.3 to 3.2 acres, the impervious area by 2.6 acres (to 3.0 acres), the
gross square footage of the structure by 5000 square feet (to 2000 square feet), and the maximum
height by 15 feet (to 25 feet). As a result, the environmental impacts previously evaluated and
considered by the public have only been reduced, while the environmental benefits remain
unchanged or, if anything, have improved as a result of increased traffic in the project area, which
increases the number of potential travel mode shifts from automobiles to the GLX.
Conclusion
Considering these huge benefits, the existing legal requirements, the limited changes to the
project, the reduction in impact, and the fact that this portion of the project has been evaluated
previously, CLF is recommending prompt review of the NPC and issuance of a limited scope.
Concurrent design and planning of the current phase of the GLX and the further extension of the
Medford Branch to Route 16/MVP would ensure that the second critical phase of the project is not
precluded, both physically and financially, and that any features which would make the second
phase more efficient and affordable would be identified.
Specifically, the limited scope for the DEIR, should include the following:
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Review of Alternative 1 only, as MassDOT and MBTA already correctly determined that it
is a preferable alternative.



Review of the feasibility of retaining the existing structure at 600 Mystic Valley Parkway, as
proposed by the Medford Green Line Neighborhood Alliance (MGNA).



Alternatives reviewed as proposed by MassDOT and MBTA, i.e., a no build alternative, a
station design which incorporates the existing structure located at 600 Mystic Valley
Parkway, and one that does not.



Consideration of opportunities to minimize impacts to the two bridges, which may require
reconstruction (North and Winthrop Street).



An update of the transportation analysis conducted for the DEIR, including daily boardings,
new transit trips, reduction in vehicle miles traveled and associated air quality savings, as
well as access mode shares (bicycle, pedestrian, transit, or automobile access to the station)
with horizon years of 2022 and 2030, the year after the scheduled opening of GLX and the
year of the original analysis respectively.



Only a limited land use analysis to quantify the amount of land altered, the amount of
earthwork involved in meeting final grades and the amount of impervious surfaces created,
since this project has been previously analyzed in significant detail as part of the DEIR
process and a 2012 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) community planning
process.



An updated analysis of air quality impacts, in the context of the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) and an analysis of greenhouse gas emissions.



Documentation of air quality construction mitigation measures.



An overall drainage plan and proposed stormwater management measures.



A qualitative assessment of water quality benefits due to the project’s potential to reduce
automobile vehicle miles traveled and thus the automobile emissions that drain from road
surfaces (notably Mystic Valley Parkway) into the Mystic River and its tributaries.



A separate environmental justice analysis of the transit benefits for the extension from
College Avenue to Route 16/MVP, as this portion of project was only included as part of the
larger preferred alternative. This analysis should include beneficial impacts.
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Thank you for your consideration of these comments. CLF continues to strongly support the
GLX and the Route 16/MVP terminus. We look forward to the Secretary’s issuance of a limited
scope for this project. If you have any questions, I can be reached by phone at (617) 850-1739 or
by email at rmares@clf.org.
Sincerely,

Rafael Mares
Vice President and Program Director,
Healthy Communities and Environmental Justice
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Parveen Karim
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX extension to Rt 16
Saturday, November 18, 2017 12:06:31 PM

Dear Erin,
The extension to Route 16 is an excellent idea. Besides a large increase in accessibility this is also a safe
solution preventing a lot of traffic from Rt 16 to College Ave with lots of students.
Thanks.
Rez Karim
78 Monument street
Medford Ma 02155
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Devorah Klein
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Devorah Klein
Comments on the NPC
Monday, November 20, 2017 10:53:03 PM

I attended the meeting in Medford, and I'd like to offer a couple
comments/suggestions for the proposed environmental study for the Green Line
extension to Mystic Valley Parkway.
First, I'm STRONGLY in favor of this extension. As someone who commutes on
public transportation regularly, this will be fantastic and will definitely reduce car
trips I'd otherwise make.
Second, at the meeting this evening, several people expressed concerns that their
property values would be damaged by the project. This is patently absurd and
should be easily disproven by data showing the impact on home prices of having
easily available public transportation.
Third, I felt that a metric missing from the evaluation was the quality of commutes. I
currently have to go almost an hour each way to get to my meetings in Boston (I
go most days). Having the Green Line at Mystic Valley Parkway would reduce that,
improving my quality of life and time spent with my family.
Fourth, I felt that many of the comments were of the tenor of "the neighborhood
doesn't want it" and "old timers are the ones who count in making this decision." I'm
not an old timer--I bought my house during the last discussions and was too busy to
attend and voice support. Frankly, when I bought, it was under the (mistaken)
impression that the Green Line was definitely coming all the way to Mystic Valley
Parkway. I remain appalled that anyone could be against it, let alone enough to stall
the project. I can say that the neighborhood has changed a lot even since the last
discussion of this. And all of our opinions are equally valid, even newcomers like me
and my family, who think this would be a tremendous addition.
Fifth, I think this is covered by the analysis you presented, but I strongly feel that
the Mystic Valley station, if built, would serve a very underserved swath of Medford,
Somerville, and Arlington. The commenter who suggested that we are already
served must not take much public transportation. Buses are not frequent, and both
Davis Square and the coming College Avenue station are significant walks away. I
end up having to walk to Davis at least once a week. I also feel that building it
would have a huge benefit to those lower income residents who have few other
transportation options. With new public housing being built in Somerville, I'd actually
been concerned about how they'd get places to find work. A station at Mystic Valley
Parkway would help them, and others, access opportunities.
Please know that many in the neighborhood strongly support this. Many of us
newcomers are too busy with young children to attend meetings like this, but we
want the final extension to proceed.
Truly,
Devorah Klein, Ph.D.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Kennedy
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Greenline Extension
Thursday, November 30, 2017 7:38:40 PM

Dear Ms. Flaherty, I am a resident of West Medford and fully support the extension of the Greenline to
Route 16. This will decrease traffic to downtown Boston from our area and will meet the agreement
made long ago when the Big Dig started. And I thought the funding for it was arranged at that time as
well. What happened to it?
Thanks for continuing to work on this.
Elizabeth Kennedy
2 Hammond Place
Medford, MA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Ricardelli
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line Extension
Tuesday, November 21, 2017 11:05:51 AM

Hi Erin,
I wanted to email to express my support for the preliminary environmental review of the green line
extension to Mystic Valley Parkway. I’m a resident of Arlington on Mystic Valley, and an architect,
and I believe greater access to transit would be good for our neighborhood.
Thank you,
Dan
dan ricardelli

AIA LEED AP BD+C

617 646 5195
cbt architects
110 canal street, boston ma 02114
cbtarchitects.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Tafone
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX Community Meeting Feedback
Tuesday, November 21, 2017 10:24:01 AM

Hello Erin,

Last night I attended the community meeting to discuss the Green Line Extension
proposed project from College Avenue, Medford to Mystic Valley Parkway. At this
meeting it was encouraged that we share our feedback by email or in writing if we
wanted our feedback included in the project consideration as it moves forward.

I am a lifelong resident of Medford and have been living in my current location, off of
Mystic Valley Parkway for 33 years. Each year the ability to get out of my street onto
Rt. 16 in either direction gets more difficult. It is now at the point that the only time I
can easily merge out onto MVPwy from my street is between 10-11 am or after 11
PM.  

After listening to the presentation last night about this proposed GLX is for commuters
on foot/bike or drop off, I am extremely opposed. The fact that people can be
dropped off or picked up means MORE CARS ON RTE 16. Boston Avenue and Rt 16
are already highly congested and narrow. There was absolutely no discussion of the
harrowing traffic pattern in front of Whole Foods which would be exacerbated by
MORE CARS ON RTE 16.

I plan to watch this project closely and communicate with my neighbors further, who
feel the same way. In summary, I am highly opposed to this project moving forward.

Denise M. Tafone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ricardelli, Jaclyn
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Proposed Green Line Extension
Tuesday, November 21, 2017 11:14:28 AM

Hello Erin,
I wanted to reach out and offer my support for the proposed Green Line extension to Mystic Valley
Parkway. I live on Mystic Valley Parkway in Arlington and commute via public transportation
(currently the West Medford commuter rail stop) into Boston every day. I think an additional green
line stop and greater access to transit would be great for the neighborhood. Public transit choices
are currently limited in this area and extending the green line further would provide more options
for community.
Thank you,
Jaclyn Ricardelli

Jackie Ricardelli, Sr. Financial Reporting & Competitive Intelligence Analyst
T: 617-954-4914 E: jricardelli@mfs.com
MFS Investment Management
111 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 02199-7632

MFS Email system made the following annotation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This email communication and any attachments may contain proprietary,
confidential, or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that you have received this email in error and that any review,
disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of it or its contents is prohibited.
The sender does not waive confidentiality or any privilege by mistransmission. If you
have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this
email, and destroy all copies and any attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Byrnes
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
In support of continuing the Green Light Extension to Mystic Valley Parkway
Tuesday, November 21, 2017 2:31:08 PM

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs Executive Office of Energy and Environmental
Affairs MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
I would like to voice my support for continuing the GLX to Mystic Valley Parkway. Adding light
rail to an area of metro Boston only adds to our ability to support the addition of more housing as
well as our continued economic growth, while decreasing or ending our dependence on cars and
other environmentally unsustainable transportation.
-Jeff Byrnes
@thejeffbyrnes
thejeffbyrnes.com

November 28, 2017

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEP A Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Re: Comments on Green Line Ex tension
Noti ce of Project Change (NPC)

To \"Xi'homIt May Concern:
The Massachusetts Sierra Club has long supported the planned extension of the Green Line (GLX)
from its current terminus at Lechmere Square in East Cambridge, to Somerville and Medford. On
numerous occasions over the past decade, we have both testified at public he arings and submitted
our written comments. In these submissions we expressed our strong support for the project and
offered several recommendations that we felt would further impro ve the new transit line, particularl y
concerning the design of its stations, and lessen possible negative impacts.
In 2010 the Chapter criticized MassDOT's decision to make College Avenue the "temporary" terminus of the Medford branch for several years, one mile short of its ultimate destination of Mystic
Valley Parkway/Route 16, due to a shortage of funding, and relegating the final link to a Phas e II of
the project. We argued that the propos ed delay was an example of false economy, one that would
inevitably cost the Commonwealth more in the end. The following year we strongly condemned an
apparent attempt by th e MPO to jettison this segment altoget her.

Two years ago, ballooning costs of the initial extension to College Avenue and Union Square
thre atened the viability of the GLX and raised the possibility that the entire project would be
canceled. Only recentl y has tl1e Commonwealth's restructured plan to cut costs by simplifying tl1e
project finally resulted in tl1e selection of a new contractor, and tl1e impending resumption of work
on the extension.
MassDOT has recently released its Notice of Project Change for Phase IL Similar to its revisions to
the main segment of the project, tl1e NPC proposes a slimmed-down version of the one-mile
extension, particularly in its plan for the terminal station: The need for elevators and escalators will
be eliminated by reducing the size of Mystic Valley Parkway Station from two stories to one by
lowe ring tl1e Green Line tracks to street level from tl1e commuter rail embankment, thereby allowing
rid ers to cross the tracks at grade to reach the low-level platforms. \"Xi'hile
there will be a pick-up and
drop-off area, commut er parkin g will be eliminat ed from the plan. Bicycle parking will be incr eased
from 50 to 120 spaces and a secure storage enclosure will be pro vided.
At the MBTA's public meeting on tl1e NPC held on November 20 at Tufts, one Medford Hillside
resident noted the need to redesign the dangerous intersection of Mystic Valley Parkway and Boston

50 Federal Street, 3 rd Floor Boston MA 02110-2509

(617) 423-5775

sierraclub.org/massachusetts

Massachusetts Sierra Club
November 28, 2017
Page 2

Avenue to enhance the safety of the pedestrians and bicyclists using the station. The Medford Green
Line Neighborhood Alliance has proposed constructing a pedestrian walkway over the Parkway to
provide direct access between the station and West Medford. In addition, the Neighborhood
Alliance advocates integrating the adjacent U-Haul building into the station project, repurposing it as
retail, office and housing space that could both save on construction costs and become an asset to
the surrounding neighborhood. It is also encouraging that MassDOT has pledged that its design will
not preclude the possibility of a further extension of the line in the future.
The Green Line extension is a critical project not only for the communities that it will directly serve,
but for the entire metropolitan region. If it is to become a success in enhancing the urban fabric by
providing alternatives to the private automobile-not
only transit, but enhanced walking and
bicycling options as well- it needs to be well-designed and -built from the start. It is incumbent
upon the Secretary to evaluate the recommendations of the public to make this valuable addition to
our infrastructure the best project it can possibly be. For these reasons, the Massachusetts Sierra
Club supports expediting the construction of Phase II to complete the entire GLX project without
any additional delay.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brown, Susan E.,Nursing, R.N.
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
green line extension
Tuesday, November 21, 2017 8:13:40 AM

I do not agree with the extension to MVParkway. There are buses that run up and down Boston ave.
Susan E. Brown West Medford

The information in this e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is
addressed. If you believe this e-mail was sent to you in error and the e-mail
contains patient information, please contact the Partners Compliance HelpLine at
http://www.partners.org/complianceline . If the e-mail was sent to you in error
but does not contain patient information, please contact the sender and properly
dispose of the e-mail.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Renee Dudley
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Alket Mertiri
Public comment on Green Line extension
Wednesday, November 22, 2017 9:12:23 AM

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Nov. 22, 2017
To Whom It May Concern:
I attended the Nov. 20 public meeting discussing the extension of the green line to the Mystic Valley Parkway.
Our household generally supports the proposed extension. We are eager to learn the findings of the upcoming
environmental impact study.
If the project proceeds, we hope accommodations will be made for pedestrians and bicyclists in this area. Such
accommodations may include a pedestrian bridge over the parkway and bike parking.
Renee Dudley and Alket Mertiri
Century Street Ext., Medford

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Brown
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
patricia.jehlen@masenate.gov; sean.garballey@mahouse.gov; mayor@medford-ma.gov
Comment: NPC (dated October 2017) for GLX
Wednesday, November 22, 2017 8:13:10 PM

By email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us

22 November 2017
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us

Ms Flaherty:
I write in response to the invitation to comment on the NPC released in October 2017 for
the MBTA Green Line Extension (GLX) to Mystic Valley Parkway (Somerville and Medford,
Massachusetts).
I support the GLX project because I believe public transportation is a building block of an
integrated, economically vibrant, and environmentally sustainable community. Public
transportation is a critical piece of physical infrastructure that should provide as many
people as is possible affordable ways to access an entire community.
Personally, when the Green Line is extended to the Mystic Valley Parkway, my access to
Somerville, Cambridge, and Boston will improve: I will be able to walk to reliable
transportation that runs more frequently than does the commuter rail. If the station existed
today, I estimate I would make 20 - 25 trips/month using that station; trips I currently take
with my car. When the Green Line is extended to the Mystic Valley Parkway, I anticipate
sharing many other benefits with my West Medford community:
Improved air quality due to fewer automobiles on the streets
A more diverse community due to drawing more people to West Medford center and
the wonderful open spaces around the Mystic River
Increased foot traffic to the small businesses along Boston Avenue and in West
Medford center
Property value increase due to better commuter access to Boston, Somerville, and
Cambridge

After reading the NPC, I am motivated to submit comments on a few specific points
therein. And, after attending the 11/20/17 Public Meeting, I am motivated to submit
thoughts on what I perceive will be improvements to the current project plan. Please see
below.
Clean Water
The NPC indicates the extension project has “no impact” on wetlands or waterways.
Yet, with the location of an electrical station yet to be determined, the mapped
terminal project is located within 100 feet of the Mystic River. It would make sense to
re-evaluate the potential impacts of constructing and running the station, and also
setting guidelines for the electrical station placement, in terms of its proximity to the
Mystic River.
The NPC reports the station design “will result in small increases in impervious
surfaces.” I recommend exploring solutions to mitigate these increases by reducing
impervious surfaces and/or designing offsets to mitigate the anticipated increase.
Extending the Green Line to the Mystic Valley Parkway has the potential to reduce
automobile vehicle miles travelled around the site. Updating the previous (2010)
traffic study is appropriate, especially the expected reduction in auto emission
pollutants washed from the roadways and carried into the river by stormwater.
I applaud the intent to explore how air quality improvements will also benefit water
bodies and surface waters.
I also suggest miles travelled or automobile idle time may be impacted along Route
16, from Alewife to Route 93, as West Medford and East Arlington commuters take
advantage of a local rail station rather than use cars or buses to travel to Alewife or
Wellington Stations. Reducing automotive travel along the stretch of Route 16 that
closely follows the Mystic River or one of its tributaries, Alewife Brook, may
contribute to the environmental benefit of the project.
Public Access and Public Safety
I applaud the inclusion of the Mystic Greenways project in the NPC. Supporting
bicyclists who will be using the completed Greenway system is expected to
contribute to reduced automobile miles in the area, and also serve those in the
community who rely on bicycles for primary or commuting transportation. I am,
however, concerned about bicyclist safety, in particular at the intersection of Mystic
Valley Parkway and Boston Avenue. I recommend designing a bicycle-accessible
bridge to cross over Mystic Valley Parkway, lighting installed on the bike path, and
studies done to identify surface streets likely to experience increased bicycle traffic
to and from the station.
In addition to bicycle access to the region, the Mystic Greenways provides pedestrian
access to miles of public open spaces along the Mystic River, its tributaries, and
connector paths and parks. The GLX would be a key access point for all
communities, including environmental justice communities, in the Greater Boston
area to access and enjoy the open space network.
Neighborhood access. In addition to a bicycle-accessible bridge to cross over Mystic
Valley Parkway, I recommend exploring the benefits of a pedestrian bridge (as
planned for College Avenue) along the footprint of the train line as it crosses Mystic

Valley Parkway to serve West Medford. A bridge would protect pedestrians or
bicyclists from crossing Mystic Valley Parkway on foot, would offer a corridor to West
Medford (via Canal Street), and perhaps offer an alternative “kiss and ride” point on
the west side of the river.
The project plan focuses on non-motorized access to the station (e.g., pedestrian
and bicycles), with a review of commuter bus impacts to come at a later point. The
plan should also consider an option for bus drop-off and pick-up within the station or
at points of access near, but not in, the station (see above in re: exploring options
west of Mystic Valley Parkway). Also consider drop-off and pick-up on the Whole
Foods side of the project. This consideration will be important should an opportunity
to redesign bus routes to extend into the suburbs and terminate at GLX stations
arise. Retiring bus routes made obsolete by GLX, and designing new routes (or
enhancing existing routes) to support commuter movement would likely again reduce
automobile miles travelled in car-centric neighborhoods of West Medford and East
Arlington.
The NPC increases the number of bicycle parking from 120 spaces to 50 spaces. I
suggest evaluating whether 120 spaces will be adequate to the anticipated ridership.
I suggest comparing bicycle parking at MBTA stations well-connected to mature
bicycle paths (such as Alewife Station - the Minuteman Bikeway) to assess if 120
spaces represents appropriate capacity against the ridership expected at the station.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the recently proposed changes to this
important project.

Susan Brown
127 Pine Ridge Road
Medford MA 02155

November 24, 2017
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
By Email to: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us
Comment on Green Line Extension to Mystic Valley Parkway; EEA No. 13886
Dear Ms. Flaherty,
I write to encourage proceeding with the extension of the planned green line to the
Mystic Valley Parkway station location. As a resident in the area for many years in both
Cambridge and Somerville, I believe the benefits of this additional terminal stop will be
advantageous in many ways, in addition to the obvious expanded transportation options it
will bring to the surrounding neighborhood. Some additional opportunities include:
1) Access to green space along the Mystic River Parkway.
2) Connecting the bike trails from Alewife T station to the Mystic Parkway.
3) Bringing the green line to residents along the ring of the Mystic Parkway.
4) Providing easier access to the public to the beautiful Dilboy Stadium for athletic
events (the Boston Breakers have used this stadium as its home field) as well as
the adjoining soccer and baseball fields and the MDC pool.
5) Providing easier access to the underused “hatchshell” bandstand and baseball
fields in Medford along the river.
The plans presented at the November 20 public meeting include infrastructure for bikes,
and drop off access at the Station. I encourage keeping these aspects of the design – and
support linking the station with the parks, bikeways and athletic facilities near by.
Signage and useful information could be displayed at the station to encourage these
transportation connections. Shared bike service (short term rentals) as well as cars –
should also be encouraged to locate near the station.
I believe bringing the trolley out to Route 16 will benefit the immediate area with
transportation options, and allow better access, active use and improvement to the
wonderful park and recreation facilities nearby. Thank you for the opportunity to
comment.

Ann Lowery
Ann Lowery
20 Vincent St.
Cambridge MA 02140

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Roffman
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line extension to Mystic Valley Parkway
Monday, November 27, 2017 1:20:44 PM

Dear Ms. Flaherty,
I am a Medford homeowner and I am just writing to say that I greatly support any
plans to extend the MBTA Green Line to the Mystic Valley Parkway.
Thank you,
Adam Roffman
17 Woodrow Ave.
Medford, MA 02155
617-966-4236

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Mascara
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Comment on Green Line Extension
Monday, November 27, 2017 2:58:31 PM

Hello Erin,
I hope your Thanksgiving was joyous, sumptuous and delicious.
My wife and I live in the Medford Hillside neighborhood and are looking forward to the
completion of the Green Line Extension to Tufts/College Ave and also are in favor of
extending all the way thru to Mystic Valley Parkway.
I would like to suggest the inclusion of a footbridge connecting the Brookings Street deadend with Boston Ave in the plan.
That footbridge would benefit many commuters and community members alike, allowing
for easier, safer, more direct assess to bus stops, T platforms, shops/restaurants at the
Hillside, and Tufts University (students, professors, staff all populate our little area). It
would go a ways in knitting our neighborhood together even more.
And, to be candid, the Brookings dead-end has been a not-so-secret short-cut to Boston
Ave for generations, I think. I certainly remember it when Deb and I were once students
at Tufts. I will not date myself here! hehheh
Thanks for accepting my suggestion and for all the hard work you et al. are doing
everyday for us folks. Much appreciated!
Best,
Chris Mascara
82 Charnwood Road
Medford, MA
781-874-1400

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Hunter
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX to Rt 16
Monday, November 27, 2017 1:50:32 PM

Hi Erin,
I live in a home I own within a very short walk of the intersection of Route 16 and Boston Avenue, and
I would LOVE it if the Green Line were extended to that location. I hope that traffic would be kept from
getting out of hand, but the convenience would be worth a little more traffic. I would definitely drive
less if I had the T so close to my house. My husband and teenage daughter agree with me, so please
count us all in.
Thank you!
—Jen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Jaquith
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green line extension to Mystic Valley Parkway
Monday, November 27, 2017 12:15:22 PM

This is an excellent idea for many reasons, many of which are listed in your latest
presentation slides.
It will be good for:
The environment
Traffic
Residents
Commuters
The local economy
The regional economy
Let's do this.
Mark Jaquith
213 Hurley St.
Cambridge, MA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Naftali Poritz
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Comments on Greenline Extension To Mystic Valley Parkway
Monday, November 27, 2017 7:50:19 PM

Hello. This is a comment regarding the green line to Mystic Valley Parkway.
I agree that you should extend the Greenline to the Mystic Valley Parkway, and build
some sort of connection to the commuter rail. The current commuter rail station is old,
not ADA compliant, and the platform is not long enough for 6 cars.
Even when the Greenline Extension is Finished. You still have the town of
Winchester and the city of Woburn without frequent, rapid transit service, and even
hourly commuter rail service isn't going to cut it.
There is no current or planned connection between the commuter rail and Green Line
in Medford, and wheelchair passengers in West Medford can't get on the commuter
rail to go to boston.
The distance between the Proposed station and the current West Medford Commuter
rail station is over 0.38 miles, or at least a 10 minute walk. Maybe one idea is closing
the old West Medford Station, and building a new one next to the proposed station, or
some sort of solution.
Is there something you can do about this?
I also think the Greenline terminus should have a busway for easy connections to
mbta bus routes.
Please respond asap. Thanks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Altman
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX Extension to MVP: Comment for Notice of Project Change
Monday, November 27, 2017 2:59:29 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am a longterm (28 year) resident of Medford Hillside and a strong supporter of the
Green Line Extention to Medford. I am basically in full support of extending the GLX
to Mystic Valley Parkway, but I have a concern that I hope you will address in your
work going forward.
The intersection of MVP and Boston Ave, and the very nearby intersections at MVP
and Whole Foods, are already a traffic tangle at rush hours. With additional foot and
bicycle traffic, not to mention cars dropping off and picking up Green Line
passengers, those intersections stand to become increasingly frustrating and
dangerous. Frustrated drivers may try to drive out of their lanes, and distracted
drivers, pedestrians, and bikers may not pay proper attention to where they are and
what else is going on around them. This situation could lead to serious accidents.
I do not have any solutions to suggest, but I hope you will solicit the advice of Walk
Boston, MAPC, and other experts in handling traffic flow while increasing walkability.
Thank you,
Susan Altman
"Only people with something to hide need be afraid of those whose mission is to
seek.”
—Charles M. Blow

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Len Levin
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX Extension Comments - College Ave to MVP.
Tuesday, November 28, 2017 10:00:27 AM

Erin,
My comments pertain more to the roads around the proposed MVP Station for the GLX.
The intersection of Boston Ave and MVP should be considered for a major upgrade to
handle the traffic entering and leaving the MVP station in coordination with the new
intersection/traffic light at the entrance of the on Boston Ave.
Even though this is outside of the purview of this project a upgrade to the MVP from
Boston Ave to the Auburn St including change to the intersection and bridge crossing the
Mystic River.
Thanks.
Len

Charles D. Baker
Governor

Matthew A. Beaton
Secretary

Karyn E. Polito
Lieutenant Governor

Martin Suuberg
Commissioner

November 28, 2017

RE: Somerville, Medford
Green Line Extension – College Avenue to
MysticValley Parkway
Adjacent to Boston Avenue
EEA # 13886

Matthew A. Beaton, Secretary
Executive Office of
Energy & Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston MA, 02114
Attn: MEPA Unit

Dear Secretary Beaton:

The Department of Environmental Protection has reviewed the Notice of Project Change submitted
by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) for the one-mile extension of the
Green Line along the MBTA Lowell Line commuter rail right-of-way from the planned terminus at
College Avenue in Medford to Mystic Valley Parkway in Somerville and Medford (EEA# 13886).
The MassDEP provides the following comments.

Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP)/M.G.L. c.21E
Contaminated Soil and Groundwater:
The project proponent is advised that excavating, removing and/or disposing of contaminated soil,
pumping of contaminated groundwater, or working in contaminated media must be done under the
provisions of MGL c.21E (and, potentially, c.21C) and all other applicable federal, state, and local
laws, regulations, and bylaws. If permits and approvals under these provisions are not obtained
beforehand, considerable delays in the project can occur. The project proponent cannot manage
contaminated media without prior submittal of appropriate plans to MassDEP, which describe the
proposed contaminated soil and groundwater handling and disposal approach, and health and safety
precautions. If contamination at the site is known or suspected, the appropriate tests should be
conducted well in advance of the start of construction and professional environmental consulting
This information is available in alternate format. Contact Michelle Waters-Ekanem, Director of Diversity/Civil Rights at 617-292-5751.
TTY# MassRelay Service 1-800-439-2370
MassDEP Website: www.mass.gov/dep
Printed on Recycled Paper
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services should be readily available to provide technical guidance to facilitate any necessary
permits. If dewatering activities are to occur at a site with contaminated groundwater, or in
proximity to contaminated groundwater where dewatering can draw in the contamination, a plan
must be in place to properly manage the groundwater and ensure site conditions are not exacerbated
by these activities. Dust and/or vapor monitoring and controls are often necessary for large-scale
projects in contaminated areas. The need to conduct real-time air monitoring for contaminated dust
and to implement dust suppression must be determined prior to excavation of soils, especially those
contaminated with compounds such as metals and PCBs. An evaluation of contaminant
concentrations in soil should be completed to determine the concentration of contaminated dust that
could pose a risk to health of on-site workers and nearby human receptors. If this dust
concentration, or action level, is reached during excavation, dust suppression should be
implemented as needed, or earthwork should be halted. A Licensed Site Professional (LSP) must be
employed or engaged to manage, supervise or actually perform the necessary response actions at the
site.
Capping of Contaminated Soil:
If capping of contaminated soil is needed to achieve a level of No Significant Risk, MassDEP
recommends the following capping design criteria. In unpaved areas, a minimum of three feet of
clean soil should be placed over the contaminated soil. This protective layer of clean soil should be
separated from the underlying contaminated soil by a geotextile or combination of materials, which
will provide both a brightly colored visual marker and a permeable fabric to separate the clean soil
from the contaminated soil. In paved areas, a minimum one-foot cap consisting of clean soil, road
base and the pavement layer should be placed over the contaminated soil. Similar to unpaved areas,
the contaminated soil should be separated from the clean soil or road base using a visual marker and
geotextile. In such cases, an Activity and Use Limitation (AUL), prepared in accordance with 310
CMR 40.1012 would be necessary to identify the maintenance requirements of the cap. It should
also be noted that a cap constructed as a Release Abatement Measure will not be considered a
Permanent Solution until a Phase III completed in accordance with 310 CMR 40.0850 demonstrates
the lack of a feasible alternative, as required by 310 CMR 40.0442(4).
Potential Indoor Air Impacts:
Parties constructing and/or renovating buildings in contaminated areas should consider whether
chemical or petroleum vapors in subsurface soils and/or groundwater could impact the indoor air
quality of the buildings. All relevant site data, such as contaminant concentrations in soil and
groundwater, depth to groundwater, and soil gas concentrations should be evaluated to determine
the potential for indoor air impacts to existing or proposed building structures. Particular attention
should be paid to the vapor intrusion pathway for sites with elevated levels of chlorinated volatile
organic compounds such as tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE). MassDEP has
additional information about the vapor intrusion pathway on its website at
http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/massdep/cleanup/regulations/vapor-intrusion-and-indoor-aircontamination-waste-sites.html.
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New Structures and Utilities:
Construction activities conducted at a disposal site shall not prevent or impede the implementation
of likely assessment or remedial response actions at the site. Construction of structures at a
contaminated site may be conducted as a Release Abatement Measure if assessment and remedial
activities prescribed at 310 CMR 40.0442(3) are completed within and adjacent to the footprint of
the proposed structure prior to or concurrent with the construction activities. Excavation of
contaminated soils to construct clean utility corridors should be conducted for all new utility
installations.
Activity and Use Limitations:
An Activity and Use Limitation (AUL) is a legal document that is recorded or registered at the
appropriate Registry of Deeds and identifies site conditions that are the basis for maintaining a
condition of No Significant Risk at a property where contamination remains after a cleanup. The
AUL identifies permitted and allowable site uses and activities that may occur at a property while
maintaining No Significant Risk. The AUL also identifies restricted uses and activities, which
could result in the exposure of people at or near the disposal site to remaining contamination if such
activities were to occur. The project proponent is advised that in cases where proposed activities
would not be consistent with a level of No Significant Risk and/or an existing AUL, additional
cleanup and the amendment or termination of the initial AUL and implementation of a revised AUL
would be necessary before the proposed activities could occur.
The MassDEP appreciates the opportunity to comment on this proposed project. Please contact
Iris.Davis@state.ma.us, at (978) 694-3399 for additional information on waste site cleanup issues.
If you have any general questions regarding these comments, please contact me at
John.D.Viola@state.ma.us or at (978) 694-3304.

Sincerely,

John D. Viola
Deputy Regional Director

cc:

Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Iris Davis, MassDEP-NERO
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green line ext
Tuesday, November 28, 2017 11:11:27 AM

Date: 11-28-17
From: Peter Clemons
Re: my alewife thoughts
By all means please finish this short and important section of the new green line. The residents of west
medford and nearby west somerville deserve this connecting link to greater boston. It makes no sense
not to bring the service out to the alewife area at this time. If not now I doubt it will happen. I also
believe the resulting access to the lakes, parkland and natural beauty just west of route 16 will be
appreciated by future generations of green line users. Please do what you can to make this a great
public transportation reality.
Peter Clemons
15 Kidder Avenue
Somerville, MA
02144
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Alford
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Route 16 extension
Wednesday, November 29, 2017 9:56:05 PM

I am writing in my support of the green line extension to route 16. I am from the area and would
definitely use the stop. Do it!
Thanks for your consideration
Matt Alford
46 Pinkham Rd
Medford MA
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Luke Preisner
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
In support of an extension to Rt16
Thursday, November 30, 2017 6:12:41 PM

I support bringing the green line to RT 16 because it will provide a compelling
alternative to taking the highway for tens of thousands Medford, Arlington and
Somerville residents. Have you ever tried getting to 93 from that area? It is horrible.
I also support any bike paths and walking trails made possible by this project. I hope
the funding and will can be found to make the Rt16 stop a reality.
Best,
Luke Preisner
Medford resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicole Kindred
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX Comment - Project to Medford Hillside!
Saturday, December 02, 2017 10:27:17 AM

Hello Erin,
Thank you for extending the comment period. I am writing in support not just for the Green
Line Extension, but to point out the legal obligation from the Big Dig approvals include stops
through Medford Hillside and the current plan does not go that far. As much as I want to
hound on the legal obligations, and class action lawsuits to get it there, I understand
politicians prefer personal anecdotes. So I'll add to that instead.
I am a homeowner in Medford, and I work in live theatre. This means I am in the Theatre
District or Berklee until late in the evening; usually 10-11pm. For my part time jobs, I
sometimes end work and have to wait nearly an hour for either commuter rail or one of
three 3 busses. I used to have an option every 15 minutes, but with the Fall 2016 changes
to the MBTA schedules, my options consolidated within a 10 minute window, and there are
many times I am done with work well before an opportunity to come home. Ultimately, this
has resulted in me not taking shifts that are available to me, because it's not worth the
hassle on a week night to be out until 11:30 but still have to go to my full time job the next
day at 9am. And those are just weekdays. The commuter rail coming every other hour on
weekends, when I have a long day of a 2pm matinee and 8pm evening show (aka working
from 12-10 or 11pm), or like now with the holidays when there are four shows starting at
11am, forces me to drive, pollute the air, and waste a lot of money on parking.
I will point out, the originally proposed Hillside stop at route 16 is about .07 mile from my
house. That is walkable or bikeable for me, but the current terminus point at College Ave is
1.7 miles from my house. While that may be bikeable (in winter?), that is certainly too long
to walk when other options are available. My mornings are consistent but I need the
flexibility that subway service offers for my nightly commutes home.
Thank you,
Nicole

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Towson
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line Extension Project, College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway
Sunday, December 03, 2017 12:55:14 PM

Dear Ms. Flaherty,
I'm writing to express my deep concerns about the proposed Green Line Extension
Project from College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway. I can sum up my concerns in
two words: Traffic and Parking.
I live on Auburn Street in Medford, close to the proposed terminus. During the
morning and evening commutes, Route 16 at the proposed terminus (both Auburn
Street and Boston Avenue) is a commuter's nightmare. Cars block intersections and
back up for 1/4 mile. It can take 5 minutes simply to exit Auburn street - which is
also the home to Whole Foods, further adding to the congestion. In the proposed
plans for the extension, and at the meeting on November 20, it was clear that no
one had given traffic much thought.
It would be impossible to build this extension and NOT impact negatively the traffic
patterns within a 1/2 mile radius.
Plus, parking. Where are all the cars going to park? Proponents of the plan speak
with starry eyes about pedestrians and cyclists being the main people using the
trolleys - but we all know that people in cars are going to be the main ones who
want to use the terminus, because people in cars are the main commuters. More
traffic and gridlock.
I support building the extension out to Tufts, as planned. But I think the city of
Medford then has to do a very careful analysis of just how much we really need the
proposed extension. We already have a reliable commuter rail stop in West Medford
that serves the community. My strong and sincere feeling is that our area of West
Medford we are already well-served between the existing commuter line, and the
buses.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carol Towson
122 Auburn Street
Medford, MA 02155
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Carey
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Comment - Green Line Extension to Mystic Valley Parkway
Sunday, December 03, 2017 3:52:57 PM

Hi Erin,
I am a homeowner on Auburn Street in Medford and have lived in the West Medford
area for 5 years. My wife and I want to extend our support for the Green Line
Extension proposal to Mystic Valley Parkway at the location of the current U-Haul
site.  
The extension to Mystic Valley Parkway would improve transportation to parts of the
city that the Lowell commuter rail line does not provide access to and bus lines are
inhibited by traffic in Boston. For example, currently to get to the Fenway area, it is
basically impossible to travel there in less than 1.5 hours during peak travel times.
For a trip that takes 15 minutes on roadways during off peak times.  
The Green line extension would improve the quality of life for those in the area by
opening up access to a major part of the city and reduce the amount of cars driving
towards that section of the city. Please continue with the site study and analysis of
feasibility.  
We are happy to answer any questions and look forward to staying involved. Thank
you
Greg Carey
51 Auburn St.
Medford, MA 02155
860-604-1446

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christina and Alex Epstein
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
EEA No. 13886 public comment
Sunday, December 03, 2017 11:44:28 AM

Attn: Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Dear Erin,
As Somerville residents and homeowners, we urge the Green Line to be extended to the Route 16
station in Somerville. It is a logical extension to serve West Somerville and adjoining Medford
communities, as well as having excellent walking and biking access along the Alewife Brook Parkway
path network. We need more clean rail transit like this to sustainably grow our neighborhood and
region. Thank you for considering our comment.
The Epstein family
5 Windsor Road
Somerville, MA 02144

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jared Judson
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Resident Input: GLX Notice of Project Change
Monday, December 04, 2017 10:33:10 PM

Erin,
As a resident, homeowner and parent in the Medford Hillside neighborhood, I'm a
proponent of the proposed extension to Mystic Valley Parkway.
Contrary to many comments I've heard, it is clear that the Green Line Extension, in
general, will
--improve our neighborhood's access to, and connection with, Somerville, Cambridge
and Boston
--provide connections to the extensive development in the Kendall Square area
(albeit with a walk at the other end, but still faster than getting to the Red Line at
Davis)
--allow those without cars to more greatly benefit from what Boston has to offer
--increase property values (an effect already in evidence)
--have minimal noise or other inconvenience impact. T he green line will be
quiet.c ompared to the much heavier and faster commuter trains, which residents are
already used to.
Getting the green line to Tufts will certainly benefit the Hillside neighborhood but the
Tufts campus sits between most residents and the College Avenue station, leading to rather
long walks. The distance to the proposed Mystic Valley station will be much better for a large portion of
the Hillside neighborhood. It will also bring West Medford residents into ready Green Line access.
I'm hopeful this proposed extension to Mystic Valley Parkway will gain approval and eventually be built.
Also, the concept of converting the current U-Haul building into a mixed-use building with an integrated
T station is the best idea I've heard for that property. I hope it is possible.

I'd like to conclude with a project suggestion: a rail-side bike/walking path from the
new station, over the rail bridges crossing the Mystic Valley Parkway and Mystic
River, and extending into West Medford. Since the commuter rail tracks are shifted
over to make room for the green line, my thought is that this can continue across
the two bridges, so that a fenced walk/bikeway can allow direct station access for
West Medford residents without having to cross busy/hectic Mystic Valley Parkway at
Boston Avenue. The new path could shift off the right-of-way once over the river, or
continue up to the Canal Street grade crossing. Such a path would attract more
riders and take even more cars off the road.
Sincerely,
Jared Judson
44 Capen Street
Medford MA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dal Coger
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green line extension to mystic valley parkway
Wednesday, December 06, 2017 4:20:56 PM

Erin,
I received the message that you are seeking comments regarding the green line
extension in Medford by Tuesday. I am for the extension and the longer extension
that may go to mystic valley parkway.
Thank you very much.
Dal Coger
66 marston st
Medford , MA 02155
781 395 5724

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Fitzpatrick
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
possible extension of the Green Line to Mystic Valley Parkway
Wednesday, December 06, 2017 4:29:54 PM

I just want to formally say, as a homeowner and resident of South Street, that I
would bee thrilled for the green line to extend farther into Medford.
-Daniel Fitzpatrick

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Zawacki
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line to Mystic Valley Parkway
Wednesday, December 06, 2017 4:36:29 PM

To the MBTA:
Extending the Greenline to Mystic Valley Parkway would be an excellent way to
enable thousands more people to access public transportation. The Mystic Valley
Parkway location is ideal due to it's proximity to very walk-able and bike-friendly
residential areas of Medford, Arlington and a corner of Northwest Somerville, as well
as businesses in the Mystic Valley Parkway and Boston Ave corridor that would
benefit from the public transportation access.
This Mystic Valley T stop should include bicycle parking, perhaps similar to what is
found at David Square in Somerville, to further encourage non-motorized vehicle
connection to this T stop.
Not only would this stop help local commuters tremendously, but also give those
along the new green line the opportunity to more easily access the parks and
parkland along the Mystic River.
I know this is still years away, but really, it can't come soon enough for South and
West Medford and for the nearby Northwest Somerville and East Arlington
neighborhoods too!
Stephanie Zawacki
Medford Resident & Homeowner
98 Billings Ave, Medford, MA 02155
-* Live simply. Meditate. Consume less. Think more. Get to know your neighbors.
Borrow when you need to and lend when asked. *

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Roland Elliott
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line Extension Notice of Project Change: College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway (EEA# 13886)
Thursday, December 07, 2017 2:45:19 PM

2017

7-Dec-

To:
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office Erin Flaherty, EEA No. 13886
Subject:
Green Line Extension Notice of Project Change: College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway (EEA#
13886)
As a resident of Medford Hillside and an enthusiastic supporter of public transportation in general
and the GLX in particular, I am relieved to see the overdue resumption of activity on the Mystic
Valley Parkway leg of the GLX – the leg that will finally bring the Extension to Medford Hillside, its
SIP-mandated destination. The 2009 DEIR identified Mystic Valley Parkway (MVP) as the preferred
terminus for the GLX but MassDOT cleaved the final mile from the project and relegated MVP to a
future project, blaming cost.
Before the MVP leg was deferred, MassDOT did do much of the work necessary to qualify MVP not
just as a feasible conclusion for the GLX, but as the preferred one. It would be wasteful for the new
project evaluation to ignore the work that was done – enough work to determine that its cost would
jeopardize the budget but not enough work to demonstrate that less costly options could be
exercised to make the leg affordable. The MVP environmental review (referred to as “MVP-ER”
herein) should, wherever possible, draw from the work done preparing the 2009 DEIR since many
aspects of the corridor have remained unchanged since then. Starting afresh rather than building on
the reusable parts of the 2009 DEIR would constitute unnecessary expense and delay, and that
should be avoided.
However, there are economy-conscious design choices that probably received inadequate analysis
(if any analysis at all) before the MVP leg was jettisoned. Furthermore, changes in the overall nature
of GLX station design philosophy, consequences of the reset of the project in 2015, result in cost
reductions that were surely not considered in 2009. In particular:
1. Reuse of the existing UHaul building rather than demolition and construction of a
purpose-built terminal structure. (“The greenest building is the one that is already built.” –
Architect Carl Elefante, Director of Sustainable Design at Qunin Evans Architects,
Washington, D.C.) When GLX stations comprised a head house, fare collection, paid and
unpaid lobbies, escalators, redundant elevators, restrooms, ticketing vending machines, an
information booth, a communication room, an electrical room, an employee lounge, …
demolition of a 153,640 square foot building may have been justifiable. But it is not justified
in order to make room for a trackside platform and canopy. Serious consideration of the
reuse concept offered by Medford Green Line Neighborhood Alliance (MGNA) should be
included in the MVP-ER. Renderings of this work are included in Attachment 3 to the NPC
document.
2. Track alignments that obviate takings at 196, 200 and 222 Boston Avenue. The trackwork
that was designed before the 2009 DEIR required large-scale property takings on the
southwest side of the right-of-way. Although alternative alignments had been demonstrated
by private citizens and unofficial alignments were envisioned by MassDOT consultants, none

of these designs achieved official recognition. The takings both inflated the cost estimates
for the MVP leg and, because the takings would impinge on tax base real estate and disrupt
valuable commercial operations, they surely diluted community support. Documentation of
work done by MGNA to avoid property taking is included in the NPC’s Reference Documents
section on page 20. Except for the terminus construction, to be successful the MVP-ER must
confine the property impacts to sliver takings and construction easements and I believe the
preliminary track alignments shown in the NPC safely clear the previously-threatened
structures.
3. Earnest reevaluation of the need for bridge reconstruction, especially at North Street. It is
not clear that both Winthrop and North Street bridges need to be reconstructed in order to
accommodate the GLX track complement. In fact, concept drawings were presented by
MassDOT consultants at the 6-Feb-2008 Station Public Workshop in which the tracks were
routed in such a way as to leave the existing North Street bridge intact. That concept should
be explored further.
Since budgetary constraints were the explanation given for scuttling the MVP leg in the first place,
and since cost considerations have resulted in rethinking and re-scoping the GLX project overall, it is
imperative to concentrate on design choices that limit costs.
Nonetheless, there are options that promote effectiveness (rather than containing costs) and that
were overlooked in the 2009 DEIR but that should be added to the MVP-ER in order to maximize
the value of GLX-MVP and enhance safety and comfort for T riders, motor vehicle traffic, unrelated
pedestrian traffic and residents of the surrounding communities. To wit:
1. Pedestrian path from West Medford. Ideally, the Commuter Rail passengers at West
Medford would have an easy transfer to and from the GLX. A number of constraints have
conspired to prevent those two modes co-habiting a station. To allow a more expeditious
mode change and to serve as a pedestrian approach to the MVP station from the West
Medford neighborhood (independent of the CR), the MVP design should include a
pedestrian path alongside the Commuter Rail and to the southwest of it, over the river and
over Mystic Valley Parkway. Such a path would a) shorten the walk when transferring
between GL and CR from 1000 yards to 650 yards, b) allow pedestrians to avoid walking
along Boston Avenue and crossing traffic at Mystic Valley Parkway and c) make the walk
more nearly level, an advantage for people with reduced mobility.
2. Pedestrian path from the Cotting neighborhood and Walkling Court. Similarly, the MVPER should consider paths from North Street to the MVP station alongside the track on the
northeast side then under the tracks through a concourse. The shortest walk from Walkling
Court would be reduced from 500 yards to 325 yards and pedestrians would be able to
avoid crossing the traffic entering and leaving the Whole Foods Market parking lot. The
same path would reduce a walk between Marshall Street at North Street and the MVP
station to 435 yards, down from 600 yards (via Auburn Street contending with the WFM
parking lot traffic) or 800 yards (via Boston Avenue.)
3. Sidewalk and crosswalk improvements from neighborhoods west of the right-of-way.
Would-be riders from West Somerville and from South Arlington are within an easy walk to
the intersection of Boston Avenue and Mystic Valley Parkway, but still 100 suicidal yards
from the MVP station. Substantial attention is warranted to improve pedestrian safety at this
intersection and possibly also at the confluence of Mystic Valley Parkway and Alewife Brook
Parkway, 300 yards to the southwest.
The inclusion of the Community Path in the initial phase of the GLX sets a precedent for regarding
pedestrian paths as integral parts of the GLX project. The total rider experience – including the part
outside the trains and beyond the boundaries of the station – should be, in part, the responsibility
of the MBTA. Attention to it is surely justified at MVP and in the MVP-ER.

After spending eleven years engaged in GLX boosterism, I’m relieved to have the MVP terminus
returned to active status. The last time it was seriously considered by MassDOT, in 2008-2009, the
discussion was poisoned with periodic reference to parking structures though none was ever
planned or intended (guaranteed to inflame neighbors) and unbridled threats to tax revenue real
estate though none of any consequence was ever necessary (bound to alienate local government).
Subsequently, visioning efforts by MAPC have shown that a mixed-use MVP station with TOD
potential could be a catalyst to the rebirth of the surrounding communities. And local proponents
continue to survive the war of attrition. What is missing now is a scheme that is designed to succeed
– both a scheme that is affordable and one that provides good value to the surrounding
communities while simultaneously getting cars off the road and pollutants out of the air. It is my
fervent hope that such a scheme will emerge from the MVP-ER.

John Roland Elliott
34 Emery Street
Medford Hillside

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tristan Harward
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
In support of the GLX to Mystic Valley Parkway
Sunday, December 10, 2017 11:54:54 PM

To whom it may concern,
I’d like to voice my support of continuing the GLX to the Mystic Valley Parkway.
Adding public transport in that densely populated area and bringing it closer to
Medford would make a huge difference to the community. In addition, given the
right of way that already exists for the existing rail line, it seems a waste not to
build the line further.
As a Somerville resident and homeowner who is greatly looking forward to the GLX,
please count my support.
Sincerely,
Tristan Harward
42 Josephine Ave #1
Somerville, MA

December 11, 2017
Matthew A. Beaton, Secretary
Executive Office of Energy & Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Office – Erin Flaherty, MEPA #13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
RE: MBTA Green Line Extension Notice of Project Change (NPC), MEPA #13886
Dear Secretary Beaton:
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) regularly reviews proposals deemed to have regional
impacts. The Council reviews proposed projects for consistency with MetroFuture, the regional policy
plan for the Boston metropolitan area, the Commonwealth’s Sustainable Development Principles, as well
as impacts on the environment.
The Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) have filed a Notice of Project Change (NPC) for the further extension of the Green
Line, which covers the one-mile extension of the Green Line along the MBTA Lowell Line commuter rail
right-of-way from College Avenue in Medford to a new terminus of the extension at Route 16/Mystic
Valley Parkway (MVP) on the border of Somerville and Medford.
MAPC supports MassDOT and the MBTA in their request that the Secretary issue a limited scope for
further evaluation of the GLX from College Avenue to Route 16/MVP to allow for public review of
impacts and mitigation measures associated with the Route 16 station design changes under consideration
by the MBTA and to update relevant analyses where necessary.
In addition to the elements of the scope proposed by MassDOT and MBTA in the NPC, MAPC
recommends the following measures for inclusion in the Environmental Impact Report (EIR):


Review the recommendations of MAPC’s 2012 report focusing on opportunities for
redevelopment and job growth in this area, Mystic Valley Parkway Green Line Extension
Community Visioning Process, and scope the EIR for consistency, such as the ability to retain the
buildings at 600 Mystic Valley Parkway and 200 Boston Avenue. MAPC found that extending
the Green Line all the way to Route 16/MVP could support an additional 236 housing units,
82,000 square feet of commercial and office space, 240 new jobs, and a doubling of the municipal
tax base in the area around the proposed station.



Coordinate the review of impacts on adjacent properties along the rail corridor with Somerville
and Medford to ensure adequate access for public safety purposes and emergency response.



Identify vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian improvements that may be needed along Boston
Avenue to facilitate good access to the new station. MAPC’s 2012 report notes several
recommendations in this topic area.

MAPC respectfully requests that the Secretary incorporate these recommendations into the Project’s EIR
scope. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project.
Sincerely,

Marc D. Draisen
Executive Director

cc:

Mayor Burke, Medford
Mayor Curtatone, Somerville
David Mohler, MassDOT

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Matthew A. Beaton, Secretary, Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
RE: Green Line Extension, NPC, MEPA #13886

December 11, 2017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Fraser
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
EEA # 13886 Green Line Extension
Monday, December 11, 2017 10:52:11 AM

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
                   re: EEA No. 13886
Ms Flaherty,
I wish to add my voice to those who hope and pray that the final GLX will include
the full initial project, reaching Route 16, WITH secure and fully enclosed stations
along the full route.
I hope I live to see this line reach Burlington, mirroring the South Shore!
thank you for your work on this vital project.
Martin Fraser
30 Ronaele Rd
Medford, MA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dotyou@aol.com
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Re: green line extension
Monday, December 11, 2017 1:43:58 PM

-----Original Message----From: dotyou <dotyou@aol.com>
To: erin.flaherrty <erin.flaherrty@state.ma.us>
Sent: Mon, Dec 11, 2017 1:40 pm
Subject: green line extension
To whom it may concern, I am opposed to the green line extension at Boston av. and route 16. I live
on Harris rd., just 3 blocks up from the intersection. The previous stop is just one mile away and it
seems like overkill and unnecessary. What would make sense is to extend the line to West Medford. It
would be a public safety issue,I feel because the intersection of route 16 and boston av. is already
dangerous and very congested. Add in a t-stop to the mix and it will be even more congested. With the
recent bike path installed this past summer, the traffic is already backing up at the light crossing over
route 16 towards west Medford. Our neighborhood will be very impacted with traffic and noise; the
trains would run every 10 minutes or so. Would people be pulling over on route 16 for drop offs?
Would people be dropping off on Boston av. just before the light? I see that as a possibility. Would
there be more condo developments? Also, Harris rd. has parking on one side only; there isn't even
enough parking for the residents who live here. We do not need a t stop at this end of town which is
very residential. Our quality of life would change dramatically. How about an extension to Medford
Square; it certainly could use foot traffic especially with the up and coming theatre and the lack of
parking there. I strongly oppose the green line extension to route 16!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anita Nagem
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Comments on EEA No. 13886
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 3:17:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Green Line Extension to Route 16.  
I hereby request that an impartial environmental mediator, preferably the United States Institute for
Environmental Conflict Resolution, be involved to mediate a conflict resolution effort on behalf of
concerned Medford Hillside residents. The state of Massachusetts has never performed a review of the
proposed station in accordance with National Environmental Protection Agency standards. NEPA
standards provide a more comprehensive analysis of the human impact on proposed projects than
Massachusetts Environmental Protection Agency standards do, and the residents of Medford Hillside
deserve no less.

Medford Hillside already well-served by public transit. The Red Line in Davis Square is quickly
accessible via two bus routes. Another bus currently takes passengers to Lechmere, and the College
Ave. station will be operational soon. The commuter rail in West Medford provides a faster route
into the city than the Green Line ever could. It is clear that the proposed station will not benefit
many residents of Medford Hillside itself. Residents of surrounding towns (e.g. Arlington,
Lexington) will benefit at the expense of Medford Hillside residents. Once the College Ave. station
is completed, it is unrealistic to assume that there will be such a large increase in ridership from a
Route 16 terminus that the building costs, not to mention the disruption to the local community,
would be justified.
And I want to make it very clear that elimination of bus routes through Medford to the Red Line in
Davis Square (#94, #96) would be unacceptable. Many residents who choose to live in Medford do
so because of the easy access to Cambridge via the Red Line. We refuse to be forced to go into the
city of Boston and transfer to another subway line in order to access the city of Cambridge.   Not
only does the Red Line provide direct access to Cambridge and South Station, it also is the best way
to access Logan Airport.
Many other residents will continue to prefer the Red Line from Davis Square because it provides a
much faster route into Boston than the Green Line Extension will. I regularly ride both the Red
and the Green Lines.  I have timed the ride from Lechmere to Park Street; it takes 12-14 minutes at
off-peak hours. When the time required to travel from Route 16 (or even College Ave.) to
Lechmere is added on, it is clear that the Red Line will still be a preferred option.
The intersection of Route 16 and Boston Ave. is already a dangerous, congested intersection.
Simply repainting the lane markings on Boston Ave. this fall has significantly disrupted the flow of
traffic, increasing the time required to pass through the intersection. The line of cars waiting at
the Route 16 traffic light now routinely stretches almost half a mile at rush hour. Even during offpeak hours, the line now frequently extends a quarter of a mile. Making the intersection of Route 16
and Boston Ave. a destination for commuters will exacerbate this dangerous problem.
The proposed station will not alleviate traffic on Route 16. Previous studies have shown that most of the

traffic on Route 16 is "through traffic" that will not be reduced by adding a Green Line station.  Vehicles

from surrounding neighborhoods and towns will flood the area to access the station. The MBTA
clearly anticipates that many of these residents will arrive by bus or car, as evidenced by the dropoff areas in the current plans. The higher the number of estimated new riders, the higher the
number of new vehicles drawn to the area.
The Mass DOT presentation at the Nov. 20 community meeting conveniently ignored the fact that
many people would try to access the station from the rear. Medford Hillside already suffers from the
negative effects of congestion on Route 16 on a daily basis. Commuters trying to find short cuts around
the backups on Route 16 constantly stream through Medford Hillside streets, often driving the wrong way
on our narrow residential streets.   North St., Cotting St., West St., Auburn St. (on both sides of the river)
would become short cuts for drivers trying to access the station.

A Route 16 terminus would increase rail traffic significantly, increasing both noise and vibrations in
the surrounding community. And the Medford Hillside residents on the north side of the tracks do
not want to be separated from the rest of the community by a sound-barrier wall.
The proposed extension would have a negative effect on the locally-owned businesses on Boston
Ave. which help make up the fabric of the community.  Some businesses would have portions of
their buildings seized, forcing them to relocate. They have been good neighbors; we do not want
them displaced.
The proposed extension will have indirect effects. It will not simply be a Green Line station. It
would the door to development at the expense of existing residents and businesses in the Hillside.
State officials from MAPC have made it very clear at past meetings that they envisioned a
transformation of the neighborhood. It is presumptuous to come into a thriving, diverse, familyoriented community and propose to remake it. Hillside residents do not want or need increased
population density.  The College Ave. station has already displaced many area residents because of
gentrification. Remaining residents will be faced with increased noise and vibrations, as well as
increased traffic at an already-congested intersection.
An electrical substation at the proposed Route 16 station is unacceptable. It would adversely affect
existing residents 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  During the previous series of meetings,
local residents flatly rejected a maintenance facility anywhere near Route 16. An electrical
substation would not be substantially different.
The proposed station would also have an adverse effect on the elderly and disabled residents of
Walkling Court. There would be potential health effects from both moving diesel trains closer to the
building and from an electrical substation near Route 16. In addition, the residents face possible
displacement. When the state previously proposed replacing Walkling Court with a large
retail/condo development, Medford Hillside residents emphatically rejected the idea. When
Walkling Court was built it was deliberately limited to two stories so that it fit into the surrounding
residential neighborhood.
I am a strong proponent of public transportation.  I have used the MBTA as a preferred method of
transportation for almost 40 years.  But I only support a new projects if it will provide a significant
benefit to the neighborhood in which it will be located, and if the residents of that neighborhood

consent.
I request that the following issues be studied:
1) current through traffic on Route 16
2) the potential increase in traffic on both Route 16 and Boston Ave.
3) the potential increase in vehicle traffic on residential streets in Medford Hillside, including, but
not limited to, North St. (on both sides of Boston Ave.), West St., Cotting St. and Auburn St.(on both
sides of Rt.16), Winthrop St., and the Winthrop St. rotary
4) the estimated number of new riders drawn:
   a) from within a 1 mile radius of the proposed station, excluding riders who would continue
to prefer to access the Red Line at Davis Square and excluding riders who already reside within a 1
mile radius of the College Ave. station
   b) from surrounding communities further than 1 mile away
5) effect of a Route 16 station on housing prices in the surrounding area and the potential for
displacement of current residents, including renters
6) the health effects on all Medford Hillside residents, particularly the young and elderly, from the increase
in exhaust emitted from additional vehicle traffic drawn to the area
7) the health effects on Medford Hillside residents, particularly abutters, who will live in closer proximity to
the trains that spew exhaust containing diesel particulates when the commuter rail tracks are moved
closer to their homes

8) the potential effect on residents of Walkling Court, including:
   a) possible for displacement of the elderly and disabled residents
   b) the health effects of increased diesel particulates on an already vulnerable population
   c) the possible health effects from an electrical substation
   c) the effect of shifting the commuter rail tracks closer to the fire lane behind Walkling Court
Finally, I want to address the failure of Mass DOT to adequately notify local residents of the NPC.
Relying on an email list obtained more than two years ago is unacceptable. Many residents
concerned with the project were unable to attend past meetings. Many residents in the area do not
have email access, and even some of those that do chose not to register. New area residents,
including property owners, had no idea that this project was even being considered.  In the past,
Mass DOT notified all parties in interest to the proposed project in Medford Hillside who would
be affected by the project. Flyers were left at all residences and businesses. In this case, Mass DOT
did not bother to notify even direct abutters of the NPC. Another neighbor and I personally notified
many of them.  The failure of Mass DOT to notify residents who reside within half a mile (at a
minimum) of the project is unacceptable.

Anita Nagem
9 Norton Ave.
Medford, MA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dbaum295@gmail.com on behalf of David Baumgartner
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line Extension Comments
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 4:18:29 PM

Dear Ms. Flaherty,
I am writing to express my support for the Green Line Extension to Mystic Valley
Parkway as described in the October 2017 Notice of Project Change.
Extending the GLX to Mystic Valley Parkway will have many benefits. It will provide
rapid transit access to downtown for a greater number of people than terminating at
College Avenue, including providing much better access to residents of West
Medford. This will, in turn, provide for increased ridership, with resulting benefits to
air quality and mobility. It is my hope that the Commonwealth restores the funds
meant for this segment that were redirected to the GLX project terminating at
College Park.
I support the exclusion of automobile parking on site at the Route 16 station. Please
ensure that as you work with Medford and Somerville on this project that safe,
protected bike facilities are also built in order to maximize the effectiveness,
catchment area, and impacts of this station.
Thank you,
David Baumgartner
58 E Albion St, Medford

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elisabeth Bayle
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Public comment on Green Line Extension Notice of Project Change: College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway (EEA# 13886)
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 3:40:11 PM

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Dear Secretary Beaton:
As a 30-year resident of Medford Hillside and an active supporter of the Green Line Extension since first hearing
about the project in October, 2006, I am hoping that Massachusetts will finally fulfill its legal obligation to extend
the Green Line to Medford Hillside, as required by a SIP amendment approved by the EPA in October 2007, with a
deadline of December 31, 2014. (The 2014 date was already an extension from a 2011 deadline, and previous
studies and discussions have validated the need for the Extension back as far as the 1970’s.)
College Avenue was intended to be a temporary terminus, at best, and is not in Medford Hillside (as proven by
copious documentation submitted over the years and available at https://app.box.com/shared/t499nbnoa8 and
https://app.box.com/s/v0128xso4l2tpl8tkc7o.) The letter in Attachment 5 to the NPC by Laurie Burt of MassDEP
claiming otherwise is an unfortunate mistake that is clearly refuted in a letter from Rafael Mares of the
Conservation Law Foundation dated September 16, 2016 to Martin Suuberg at DEP commenting on the 2016 SIP
Status Report. College Avenue is unsuitable as a terminus for reasons too numerous to go into here; they have
been well documented in previous comments.
A terminus at Mystic Valley Parkway, by contrast:
-

-

-

-

-

Serves a much larger number of riders from Medford, Somerville, Arlington, and beyond, putting nearly
10,000 additional residents with-in a 10- to 15-minute walk from the station, accruing far greater
environmental benefits
Serves five designated environmental justice communities in Medford, Somerville, and Arlington
Has far greater potential for transit-oriented development and positive community impact as documented
in the excellent MAPC visioning study completed in February of 2012. (Report at
http://www.mapc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Final_Report_forweb.pdf, appendices at
http://www.mapc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Green_Line_report_Appendices.pdf.)
Has been the Preferred Full Build Alternative of the Massachusetts Executive Office of Transportation
(EOT, now called MassDOT) since 2009, with its purpose and benefits summarized here:
http://greenlineextension.eot.state.ma.us/documents/about/FactSheets/GreenLineFactSheet_F_lowRes.pdf
Was enthusiastically endorsed by residents as shown in a petition presented by the Medford Green Line
Neighborhood Alliance to state and local elected officials in August, 2008 with over 2,000 signatures and
comments, along with a demographic analysis report supporting extending the Green Line to Route 16.
(Petition summary report here: http://www.medfordgreenline.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/mgnapetition-summary-r.pdf; signatures and comments here: http://www.medfordgreenline.org/wpcontent/uploads/2009/12/petition-merged_12-06update.pdf; map showing location of signers here:
http://www.medfordgreenline.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/map-final-3x-full.png; demographic
analysis report here: http://www.medfordgreenline.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/map-final-3xfull.png)
Has been strongly supported by Tufts University, a major employer in the Medford/Somerville area.

The last mile of the Green Line Extension should never have been severed from the rest of the project. Doing so
has incurred incredibly wasteful extra costs and delays and reduced the potential benefits of the Extension. Please
proceed with all deliberate speed so as not to add to the harm that has already been done by this extremely
unfortunate cleaving of the project.
In moving forward with this next phase of the Green Line Extension project, please pay special attention to the
following:
-

-

-

Ways to minimize land-taking of any significant commercial or residential real estate, notably 196 and 200
Boston Avenue and 600 Mystic Valley Parkway. Work done by members of the Medford Green Line
Neighborhood Alliance (MGNA) and consultants working for EOT (precursor to MassDOT) confined
acquisition to sliver takings, minimizing cost, disruption, and negative impact on the tax base.
Ways to avoid rebuilding both bridges at North Street and Winthrop Street. Preliminary designs by EOT
consultants left North Street bridge unscathed.
The possibility of adaptive re-use of the U-Haul building at 600 Mystic Valley Parkway
Returning the money that was inappropriately diverted from the MPO funding for the Mystic Valley
Parkway terminus back to its intended purpose. It is not needed for “Phase I” of the GLX and should not
have been raided.
Connecting with community paths and making it as easy as possible for Commuter Rail passengers to walk
from the West Medford stop to the T stop at Route 16. This includes improving the pedestrian crossing
across Route 16 from West Medford.

I appreciate your careful consideration of these comments and I will continue to hope that the Green Line
Extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 is completed in time that I can actually make use of it. This will be a
transformative addition to our transportation infrastructure that will benefit generations to come.
Sincerely,
Elisabeth Bayle
Medford Hillside resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellin Reisner
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Comments EEA No 13886 - NPC Green Line Extension to Mystic View Parkway
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 3:24:10 PM

December 12, 2017
To: Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
Dear Ms. Flaherty,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Green Line extension (GLX) Notice of Project Change
(NPC) document that initiates the environmental impact study of the planned extension of the Green Line from
the College Avenue Station to Mystic Valley Parkway
In my role as president of the Somerville Transportation Equity Partnership (STEP) I have advocated with our
members and the larger Somerville community for the extension of the Green Line to Route 18. transit via a
Community Path extension (CPX) along the future Green Line extension (GLX). STEP supports the NPC proposal to
extend the GLX from the current terminus at College Avenue in Medford to Mystic Valley Parkway (Route 16) in
Medford and Somerville. Completing this last mile of the GLX will serve Environmental Justice neighborhoods in
Somerville, Medford, and Arlington and increase ridership from residents and businesses in the three
communities.                                                                                                    I
Somerville has very limited usable green space for youth and adults to enjoy. The Mystic Valley GLX station will
provide much needed public transit for the many youth and adults in Somerville. It will also provide transit for
residents and employees of the nearby Visiting Nurse Assisted Living Center.
We strongly support preserving the U-Haul Building at the terminus to serve as the station and for other mixed
uses. Aside from the benefits this would provide, it is a concept the MBTA is now advocating with its recent
announcement of a similar venture in Quincy.   The project costs will be reduced if the MBTA does not have to
acquire the property and demolish the building.
We also advocate that sound barriers be erected from College Avenue to the terminus. The barriers will reduce
noise from commuter rail and the GLX and provide the extra benefit of reducing diesel pollution exposure for
residents along the right of way. These barriers will also the Mystic River Reservation parklands once the
commuter rail tracks are relocated to accommodate the Green Line tracks.
We also support a recommendation of the Medford Neighborhood Green Line Alliance to mitigate Noise and
Vibration Impacts at the Source as is being done for Phase 1 of the GLX.
Rather than providing new windows and insulation for abutters, the better solution noise and vibration
dampening on track beds will better serve abutters during warmer months when residents would prefer to
keep their windows open and use their outdoor space with less noise pollution.
New sound dampening technologies should be fully utilized on the extension. Thus, the Mystic Valley

Parkway Environmental Impact Report study MEPA certificate should require the MBTA to utilize and evaluate
noise and vibration mitigation measures at the source, as well noise barriers the length of the extension
between College Avenue and Mystic Valley Parkway.
We recommend that the actions proposed on the previous GLX Sustainability Plan be carried out and are included
in the scope for the EIR to address Water Quality as follows:
Evaluation of potential positive water quality impacts -- particular to the Mystic River and its tributaries –
resulting from eduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in the project area, which would also reduce the
amount of auto emissions that wash away from the roadways and carried into the river by storm water.
· Water and water management have proven to be major issues for the GLX, as much of the
extension will be below grade in a “cut” where commuter rail lines currently sometimes experience
flooding.
Further, water management is a greater concern as we anticipate climate change increasing the
likelihood of more severe and frequent rain events.
To reduce flooding, GLX station platforms should have a rain storage area underneath it to hold storm
water during a rain event that can be reduced later.
Use of a Green Roof for the Green Line maintenance facility is recommended and consideration of the
feasibility of installing a “blue roof” to collect rain water for washing Green Line vehicles.
Require the use of low-toxic, sustainable materials in all elements of the design
Landscape with drought resistant and hardy, native plants.
We fully support the NPC recommendations submitted by the Conservation Law Foundation, the Medford
Green Line Neighborhood Alliance and the Friends of the Community Path.
Finally, the extension to Mystic Valley Parkway provides an opportunity to demonstrate best practices in
sustainable transportation and serve as a model for 21st century urban transportation for the Commonwealth.
Very sincerely,
Ellin Reisner, President
Somerville Transportation Equity Partnership

-Ellin Reisner, Ph.D.
reisnere51@gmail.com

Kenneth J. Krause

50 Mystic Street Medford, MA 02155
781-396-0920 kenneth.krause@comcast.net

December 12, 2017
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us

Dear Ms. Flaherty,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Project Change for the
MBTA Green Line Extension (GLX) to Mystic Valley Parkway. I am pleased that
MassDOT and the MBTA are continuing to evaluate and plan for this station, the
Preferred Full Build Alternative for the GLX, even though last year its funding was
reallocated to Phase I of the project to help ensure that it moves forward.
As demonstrated in both the 2005 Beyond Lechmere Northwest Corridor Study and the
2009 GLX Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR), the Mystic Valley Parkway
Station makes the GLX a stronger and more beneficial project in every evaluation
category. Particularly notable, extending the Green Line from the Phase I terminus at
College Avenue in Medford to the station at Mystic Valley Parkway will provide
substantial environmental benefits, as well as superior transit services to five statedesignated environmental justice communities in the station vicinity.
It is significant to note that the negative environmental impacts of the project already
have decreased since the DEIR, with the current proposed total site acreage having
been reduced by about 50% (from 6.3 acres to 3.2 acres) and the total impervious are
being reduced by about 46% (from 5.6 acres to 3.0 acres). These negative impacts can
be decreased even further by measures described below. Further, the potential exists to
improve the many positive environmental impacts from the project, in particular air
quality and the water quality of the Mystic River.
Several major changes to the station area also have taken place since the DEIR:


In 2012, Cummings Properties completed a 35,000-square-foot addition to its officelab building adjacent to the GLX station site at 200 Boston Avenue (and is also
considering additional expansion on the site of the parking structure for 200 and 196
Boston Avenue). Fully leased, this additional space has increased the volume of
employees, customers and other visitors coming to the building each day.
1
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Tufts University, the largest employer in the city of Medford, how has a major
presence at 200 Boston Avenue. Its entire Human Resources department is
housed there, and everyone who comes to campus for a job interview must visit
the HR office first. The Tufts offices have seen so much activity that during the
academic year, the university now runs a daily Boston Avenue Shuttle bus
between 200 Boston Avenue and the university’s recently repurposed
Collaborative Learning and Innovation Complex at 574 Boston Avenue (at the
opposite end of the campus at Harvard Street). (This service likely would be
deemed unnecessary once the GLX is completed to Mystic Valley Parkway, and
removing these vehicles from the road would provide an additional positive
environmental impact.)



Population in the Mystic Valley Parkway station not only has increased with the
addition of housing at the former Somerville Water Works facility on Alewife
Brook Parkway, but there also has been a significant demographic shift in
Medford. Bucking statewide trends, between 2000 and 2015, Medford has seen
a substantial increase its young adult (20-34) population, while its population
residents age 65 and older has declined. This increase in working-age
individuals, and young families, portends additional potential ridership for the
GLX and in particular at the Mystic Valley Parkway Station.



Lastly, since the DEIR, two major improvements have been made to the regional
bicycling network, with the completion of the Minuteman to the Mystic Path
(Cambridge, Somerville, Arlington and Medford) and the Memorial Fields Path in
Medford. Both of these paths provide new, direct off-road connections to the
Mystic Valley Parkway Station for pedestrians and bicyclist from the east and the
west.

GLX Sustainability Principles
As the Secretary determines the scope of the Environmental Impact Report for the
Mystic Valley Parkway Station, I would suggest that these items from the GLX
Sustainability Plan be kept top of mind:


Utilize the Envision system guidelines, which rate and certify public works
projects for sustainability (similar to LEED for private development)



Require the use of low-toxic, sustainable materials in all elements of the design



Water and water management are major issues for the GLX, especially since
much of the extension will be built below grade level in a “cut” where commuter
rail lines currently run and flooding sometimes is a problem due to antiquated
draining systems. Water management concern is heightened due to the
anticipated impacts of climate change and the likelihood of more severe and
more frequent rain events.



To help prevent flooding, each GLX station platform should have a rain storage
area underneath it to hold stormwater during a rain event for release later
2
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To reduce the amount of stormwater runoff, a green roof is being considered for the
Green Line maintenance facility, and the MBTA also is exploring the feasibility of
installing a “blue roof” that would allow rain water to be captured for use washing
Green Line vehicles. These elements should be considered if any buildings are
constructed or modified at Mystic Valley Parkway



Design extra protection from catastrophic rain events/flooding for the electrical
power substation that be sited near the station



Use only hardy, native plants in landscaping

NPC-specific Evaluations
I would also like to emphasize five items related to the NPC:
1. Review and Evaluate Alternative 1 Only. Not only is this alternative in line with the
recently scaled-back station designs for all of the other stations on the Green Line
Extension, but MassDOT and the MBTA already have correctly determined that it this is
the preferable alternative, demonstrating through their initial analysis how this
alternative would be less detrimental to the environment, the neighborhood, and the
cost.
2. Preserve the U-Haul Building. As noted, with the GLX stations having been scaled
back to simple open-air platforms with canopies, only a small portion of the U-Haul
building, if any, would be needed to accommodate the two Green Line tracks and
access to and from the platforms. Pick-up and drop-off activity (except for the Ride)
could be accommodated on Boston Avenue, eliminating the need for a driveway. Not
having to acquire and demolish the U-Haul building not only will make the project less
expensive; it will reduce or eliminate the demolition and construction work, use of heavy
machinery, industrial and hazardous waste from the building, and shorten the
timeframe, minimizing impact on the neighbors. Whatever portion of the U-Haul
property is needed for the station could be leased from the owner. It would also be
beneficial to the community that the MBTA and the U-Haul building owner discuss
potential adaptive reuse of the structure into a more complementary mixture of housing,
office, and/or retail use.
3. Quantify Positive Impacts on Mystic River Water Quality: I strongly support the
evaluation of the potential positive water quality impacts from the presence of the Mystic
Valley Parkway Station – particularly to the Mystic River and its tributaries. The
reduction in vehicle miles traveled in the project area, which currently sees 29,000
vehicle trips a day on Mystic Valley Parkway and 11,000 a day on Boston Avenue,
would also reduce the amount of auto emission pollutants that are washed from the
roadways and are carried directly into the river by stormwater (all impervious surfaces in
Medford drain into the Mystic River). Impacts on Mystic River water quality have never
been evaluated in previous GLX environmental impact studies, only air quality impacts.
3
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Evaluating the potential positive water quality impacts from this project add yet another
measure of its overall environmental benefits.
4. Require Sound/Air Pollution Barriers the Length of Project: Sound barriers have
proven to not only limit the impacts of noise pollution from highway and railroad
corridors on communities, but also those of air pollution. Studies show that reductions in
downwind pollutant concentrations within approximately 500 feet of a highway in the
presence of a well-designed sound wall can be on the order of 15% to 50%. These
barriers will provide an important safeguard from the damaging pollutants emitted from
the commuter rail locomotives, which will travel closer to residential properties and the
Mystic River Reservation parklands once the commuter rail tracks are relocated to
accommodate the Green Line tracks.
5. Mitigate Noise and Vibration Impacts at the Source: For Phase 1 of the GLX, the
MBTA has proposed substituting noise and vibration reducers at the receptor point,
rather than at the source. Providing mitigation in the form of new windows and insulation
for abutting residents is far inferior to the mitigation previously proposed in the form of
work on track beds, tracks, rails and wheels, as well as noise barriers (already installed
during the GLX work performed in 2013-14 near the rebuilt Harvard rail bridge in
Medford). The substitute mitigation measures do not allow homeowners to keep their
windows open for reduced energy use in the summer; does not allow peaceful use of
their patio, deck, garden or yard; and does not allow pleasant use of nearby outdoor
recreation areas such as playgrounds. The substitutions also eliminate any benefit for
people visiting the areas near the extension on foot or on bicycle, as well as any benefit
for the abundance wildlife that frequent the tree-lined corridor. The certificate on the
Mystic Valley Parkway Environmental Impact Report study should require the MBTA to
utilize and evaluate noise and vibration mitigation measures at the source, as well noise
barriers the length of the extension between College Avenue and Mystic Valley
Parkway.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,

Kenneth J. Krause
50 Mystic Street
Medford, MA 02155
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurel R.T. Ruma
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
NPC Comments for Green Line Extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Medford, Ruma
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 3:21:44 PM

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office Erin Flaherty, EEA No. 13886
I am writing today in support of the Green Line Extension (GLX) continuing on from
its current temporary terminus at College and Boston Aves. in Medford to Mystic
Valley Parkway (MVP) in Medford/Somerville. The current Phase 1 of the project
does not meet the requirements of the legally mandated service to the Medford
Hillside. It stops far short (literally) from the agreed upon Medford Hillside.
Therefore, an extension to MVP satisfies that requirement. As a resident of this
neighborhood, direct abutter to the current temporary terminus at College Avenue,
and reader of maps, I can unequivocally tell you that the MassDOT/MBTA continue
to be flat out wrong in insisting that the GLX to College Avenue in Medford satisfies
this requirement.
And, as far as neighborhood knowledge goes, I implore that MassDOT/MBTA find
people to work on this phase of the project who know the neighborhoods and cities
affected. This project is immensely important, however it is also fraught with fears of
gentrification, eminent domain takings, and had been generally unsupported over
the years in the Medford community--unlike Somerville and Cambridge. The MAPC
came out to the community a couple of years ago, but we need more and better
communication from the project team to keep the momentum going. The benefits to
the environment are clear--but MassDOT/MBTA need to do a better job at talking
about why the benefits are clear to everyone. I know I'm in the minority of citizens
who have been attending GLX meetings for the last 10 years, we must do better for
our neighbors down the entire corridor.
The current temporary terminus at College Avenue does not allow for the ridership
or transit-oriented development opportunities that are available at MVP. The College
Avenue neighborhood is densely packed with residential homes and Tufts University
buildings. The only opportunity for pseudo-commercial (non-taxable) growth is from
Tufts. This does not benefit Medford nor Somerville as much as a beautifully planned
space at MVP, which will also bring in residents from neighboring Arlington. Speaking
of beautiful plans, please consider the excellent alternative that MGNA has proposed
for reducing land acquisition and reusing existing buildings (the UHaul) to minimize
spending and maximize smart growth for the neighborhood. Also, any parking at
MVP should not be considered--one of the whole reasons for the GLX is to get cars
off the road.
And let me be clear: the temporary terminus at College Avenue is not the desired
location for idling MBTA cars at the start and end of service. A residential
neighborhood is not the place for this. However, the MVP station stop solves this
problem because it is surrounded by commercial buildings.
I also urge you to find a way to get funding back back from the Phase 1 GLX
programming to fund the Phase 2 GLX leg to MVP (over our strong objections, this
Phase was made a Phase 2 and over our strong objections, funding was removed
from Phase 2 to fund Phase 1). Now that that contractor has announced a

reasonable bid, it's time to fund the entire GLX to MVP.
This project is a once in a lifetime transit project for not just the residents of
Medford, Somerville, Cambridge, and Arlington, but for the whole area and state. As
we grow and more industry and people move to our beloved cities, we need to
respond with smart transit. This extension to MVP is that.
Thank you,
Laurel Ruma
149 Burget Ave.
Medford, MA

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lee Auspitz
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Pollack, Stephanie (DOT); Fichter, Katherine (DOT); Kane, Brian (MBTA); Kane, Owen (MBTA); Garrity, Rob
(DOT); Peyton, Nathan (DOT); DeWolfe, Jacqueline (DOT); Mohler, David (DOT); Mary.Mello@dot.gov;
info@glxinfo.com; speterson@ctps.org; cclaude@ctps.org; mayor@somervillema.gov;
tsnyder@somervillema.gov; mglavin@somervillema.gov; BRawson@somervillema.gov;
gproakis@somervillema.gov; mayor@cambridgema.gov; wdeignan@cambridgema.gov;
lpeterson@cambridgema.gov; Rossi, Richard; jalves@cambridgema.gov; tbennett@cambridgema.gov;
jdevereux@cambridgema.gov; Lenicheck, Jon; patricia.jehlen@masenate.gov; jarred.rose@masenate.gov;
denise.provost@mahouse.gov; mike.connolly@mahouse.gov; Jordan.Neerhof@mahouse.gov;
william.sutton@mahouse.gov; christine.barber@mahouse.gov; claire.teylouni@mahouse.gov;
sal.didomenico@masenate.gov; paul.donato@mahouse.gov; sean.garballey@mahouse.gov;
matthew.hartman@masenate.gov; john.rosenberry@mahouse.gov; ttoomey@cambridgema.gov;
aldermanconnolly@gmail.com; MJRossetti@somervillema.gov; aldermansullivan@aol.com;
william.a.white@verizon.net; M.Niedergang@comcast.net; mmclaughlin@somervillema.gov;
mheuston@hotmail.com; RMcWatters@somervillema.gov; tony@tonylafuente.com; katjana@katjana.org;
lancedavisward6@gmail.com
FW: Comment GLX Notice of Project Change
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 11:53:19 PM
FCP STEP Comment Letter GLX Mystic Valley Pkwy NPC.pdf

I write to comment on the following passage found on page 15 of the NPC:
BEGIN QUOTE

Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas
Summary of Previous Findings
The Commonwealth’s existing State Implementation Plan (SIP) includes a
Green Line Extension to
Medford Hillside that will serve the Cities of Somerville and Medford. Both the
USEPA and the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) have
determined that the GLX
Project to College Avenue meets the requirement of the SIP as found at 310
CMR 7.36 (Attachment 5)
.
This Project represents an extension to the original core Green Line Extension
Project SIP requirement. It
still provides service to the corridor that is called for in the existing SIP;
however, this Project would
expand service from College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway. The monies
allocated to the portion of the
Green Line Extension from College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway (not
required by the SIP) were
recently transferred to the core Green Line Extension Project (extending to
Medford Hillside).
END QUOTE
The phrase “extending to Medford Hillside” portrays as settled doctrine a thoroughly
discredited geographical thesis: namely, that the Tufts University terminus at the junction of

College and Boston Avenues is somehow the “Medford Hillside” location, as intended in the
2005 SIP.   This thesis was advanced in non-complying maps originating both in MassDOT
and in the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection.   The mislabeled maps,
which have since been withdrawn, portrayed “Medford Hillside” as co-extensive with the
Tufts University campus. This geographical error—or to be frank, falsification—was
formally corrected in TIP and STIP amendments voted by the Boston Region MPO, in
changes to the New Starts submission to the US Congress excising the word “Hillside”, in
corrections to the state interactive map (OLIVER) by the Massachusetts GIS, and in GLX
project maps. Written submissions by every elected state official representing the cities of
Somerville and Medford, by the chairman and ranking Massachusetts representative on the
responsible committee of the U.S Congress, and by the petition of hundreds of Medford
Hillside residents gave further support that Tufts University/College Avenue station is not
“Medford Hillside.”
It should be noted in this regard, that all federal grants in aid require compliance with
uniform geospatial standards at the risk of retroactive penalties levied at the end of the
federally funded project. It should also be noted that the environmental certifications cited in
the paragraph quoted above were made well before the GLX maps had been brought into
compliance with professional standards.
An archive documenting all this has been preserved for students of institutional behavior at
www.glxgeography.com.
This documention also makes clear that at the time the Route 16 extension was dropped from
the GLX (and the Lechmere relocation costs were added to the project), staff briefings
prepared for Governor Patrick and Congressman Capuano misstated other basic facts about
the extension to Route 16—its length was given as three-quarters of a mile rather than a
mile; it was reported as necessarily requiring the cost-prohibitive demolition of 196 and 200
Boston Avenue; it was asserted, preposterously, to be the least cost-effective module in the
GLX project on the formula used to rank New Starts projects. Happily, all these examples of
unprofessional staffing are things of the past. It is therefore deeply disappointing to find the
reappearance of the central, discredited geospatial thesis reappearing in the current draft NPC
document.  

Josiah Lee Auspitz
17 Chapel Street
Somerville, MA 02144
phone: 617-628-6228, fax: -9441
Alternative email: JosiahLeeAuspitz@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Ondras
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
patricia.jehlen@masenate.gov; sean.garballey@mahouse.gov; mayor@medford-ma.gov
Comment on NPC (dated October 2017) for GLX
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 4:29:51 PM

December 12, 2017

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
Attn: MEPA Office, Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114

RE: Green Line Extension Notice of Project: College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway
(EEA No. 13886)

Email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us

Dear Ms. Flaherty:
I write to provide comments in response to the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation’s (MassDOT) and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority’s
(MBTA) most recent Notice of Project Change (NPC) for the Green Line Extension (GLX)
Project filed on October 17, 2017. As a Medford resident living less than a mile from the
proposed station, I enthusiastically support the extension of the Green Line to Mystic
Valley Parkway. The proposed station will encourage and enable my household and
thousands of our neighbors to use public transportation instead of driving cars, to reach
jobs, services, and other daily needs. As a result it will reduce auto miles travelled and
traffic congestion, and thereby reduce air and water pollution, in our neighborhood. It will
offer affordable and reliable public transportation to a residential population that includes
economic and environmental justice communities, which have been heavily impacted by
regional highway infrastructure.
I feel it is appropriate for the Secretary to issue a limited scope for further evaluation of the
GLX from College Avenue to Route 16/MVP to allow for public review of public impacts

and mitigation measures associated with the recent station design changes and to update
relevant analyses.
I believe the limited scope for the DEIR should include the following:
1. Review of Alternative 1 only, as MassDOT and MBTA already correctly determined that
it is a preferable alternative.
2. Review of the feasibility of retaining the existing structure at 600 Mystic Valley Parkway,
as proposed by the Medford Green Line Neighborhood Alliance (MGNA). Retaining the
structure will minimize impacts on the neighborhood and allow for future redevelopment of
this property for uses such as services, businesses, housing and/or convenience retail that
will greatly benefit transit riders, neighbors and those who use the Mystic River paths and
parks.
3. An update of the transportation analysis conducted for the DEIR, including daily
boardings,new transit trips, reduction in vehicle miles traveled and associated air quality
savings, as well as access mode shares (bicycle, pedestrian, bus, shuttle, or automobile
access to the station) with horizon years of 2022 and 2030.
3.1. Projections of mode share should take into account Medford's changing
demographics, and its improving bike and pedestrian infrastructure, which will likely
increase bike and pedestrian trips to the transit station. Medford's population has become
younger, on average, since 2010, and this population are more likely to bike and walk.
Medford is implementing a Complete Streets policy that creates safer bike and walking
routes in station's vicinity. DCR with a consortium of partners is extending shared-use
paths in parks along the Mystic River, linking the proposed station to a robust pedestrian
and bike route network.
3.2. The traffic study should address new modes including car share, dockless bike share,
ride share, and public and private van shuttle services.
3.3. The traffic study should evaluate MBTA bus service throughout Medford to improve
routes, schedules, and performance that serve local trip and commuting needs of Medford
residents and businesses. Opportunities for better bus infrastructure, such as signal
overrides and marked bus lanes, should be considered.
3.4. The traffic study should apply a "complete streets" approach to the proposed station
and nearby segments of Boston Avenue and Mystic Valley Parkway. "Complete streets"
privileges neighborhood quality and pedestrian, bus user, and bicyclist safety and mobility,
over private vehicle speed and convenience. The station area plan should encompass
pedestrian-friendly walks, curbs, bus stops and crossings, roadway design to reduce
vehicle speed and increase driver awareness of bikes and pedestrians, and signals and
turn lanes that protect pedestrians crossing roads. To establish a safe and welcoming
connection to the neighborhoods, the station plan must be coordinated with enhancements
to the Boston Avenue bike lane and Mystic River Reservation paths, pedestrian-friendly
redesign of the Boston Avenue/Mystic Valley Parkway intersection, and improvements to
sidewalks and the intersection near Whole Foods.
3.5. Both Mystic Valley Parkway and Boston Avenue are already very congested at peak
hours, making vehicle access to the proposed station inconvenient and potentially reducing

station use. Roadway and signal changes that will reduce cars on these roads, and
improve through-traffic flow, should be studied and planned so the background traffic
condition is improved before adding peak hour drop-off trips.
4. A limited land use analysis to quantify the amount of land altered, the amount
of earthwork involved in meeting final grades and the amount of impervious surfaces
created, since this project has been previously analyzed in significant detail as part of the
DEIR process and a 2012 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) community
planning process.
4.1. The land use study should focus on minimizing impervious surface area and
optimizing for shade, canopy trees, healthy soils and vegetation. This approach takes into
account that climate change is predicted to cause increasing summer temperatures and
more frequent dangerous high heat events, and that the station will be a vital mobility hub
that must maintain safe operation during heat waves, flooding, storms, and other
emergencies. This approach is also consistent with the landscape character of the Mystic
Valley Parkway and the Mystic River Reservation, which are historic and valued landscape
resources with mature tree canopy.
5. An updated analysis of air quality impacts, in the context of the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and an analysis of greenhouse gas emissions. This
analysis should address local as well as regional air quality, and look for ways to improve
local air quality by reducing traffic congestion and idling.
5.1. Include documentation of air quality construction mitigation measures.
5.2. Include human health impacts of diesel exhaust from commuter and freight trains,
options for constructed barriers that protect residents from exhaust and noise, and options
for converting to non-diesel locomotion.
6. An overall drainage plan and proposed stormwater management measures, taking into
account future inundation risk due to climate change, current drainage problems in the
area, possible groundwater contamination, and protection of the Mystic River Reservation
lands, vegetation and waters.
7. A qualitative assessment of water quality benefits due to the project’s potential to
reduce automobile vehicle miles traveled and thus the automobile emissions that drain
from road surfaces (notably Mystic Valley Parkway) into the Mystic River and its tributaries.
8. An updated analysis of noise impacts, and analysis of options for reducing noise
generation as well as noise mitigation.
9. A separate environmental justice analysis of the transit benefits for the extension
from College Avenue to Route 16/MVP. This analysis should include beneficial impacts.
10. Coordinate the DEIR with Medford's zoning, parking, community development and
affordable housing planning.
10.1. Medford is experiencing rising residential rents and prices, an increasing shortage of
affordable housing and neighborhood green space, low walk scores, inadequate bus
service, and traffic congestion that impairs pedestrian and bicyclist safety. While the City

has primary responsibility for addressing these issues, the GLX DEIR can provide
analysis, information and support, and work with the City on policies that address issues
important to community health and justice. The environmental justice benefits of the
proposed station will be enhanced by this collaboration.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. I look forward to the Secretary’s
issuance of a limited scope for this project.
Sincerely,
Martha E. Ondras
45 Kilgore Avenue
Medford MA 02155

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Korcynski
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
GLX Notice of Project Change: College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 10:12:21 AM

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office Erin Flaherty, EEA No. 13886

I’m writing today in support of extending the Green Line from College Ave to Mystic Valley
Parkway. The MVP terminus has and always will be the preferred terminus both of State
and the community, and I thank you for this opportunity to once again offer comment on
the project.
I continue to maintain that MassDEP has failed the community in it’s incorrect
determination that the extension to College Ave fulfills the requirement of 310 CMR 7.36
and the SIP to extend the Green Line to “Medford Hillside.” In MassDEP’s previous
determination they stated that they were reaching this opinion despite it being outside of
their “expertise” to answer the question of whether this project will serve the greater
Medford Hillside neighborhood while terminating at College Ave. I ask that you seek an
entity with demonstrable expertise to help properly address this ongoing shortcoming of the
project.
Reading the NPC I wanted to specifically call out my support for the following proposed
changes:

Remove all customer parking from the station design.

Shift station access drive north to reduce impacts to an adjacent business located at
200 Boston Avenue in Medford.
I’ve long supported the idea that these were primarily neighborhood stations, and am in
favor of MVP not providing parking. Also, anything that can be done to reduce costs and
impacts in the building of the station while not negatively impacting the surrounded
residential neighborhoods should be considered.
In determining areas for further evaluation, I would ask that you evaluate how the project
timeline can be accelerated to more closely align with Phase 1 and thus reduce the
timeframe of construction impacts in Medford. As an abutter there is no environmental
benefit I would appreciate more than compacting the construction timeline while extending
the Green Line to MVP.
I also hope you’ll evaluate how money previously taken from Phase 2 of the project for
Phase 1 can be clawed back and used to get this project done as soon as possible now

that it appears Phase 1 may not need those funds.
Finally, I hope that your organization will work to ensure that factually correct information
about the project is disseminated often and with clarity. I am concerned about the amount
of misinformation I’ve heard in reference to this project, and you will need to develop a
communication plan in conjunction with affected municipalities and stakeholders to
address that.
Thank you,
Mike Korcynski
149 Burget Ave.
Medford, MA 02155

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

December 12, 2017
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us
Dear Ms. Flaherty:
I am writing to you on behalf of the Mystic River Watershed Association (“MyRWA”) regarding the
Notice of Project Change (“NPC”) submitted to the Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(MassDOT) (the “Proponent”) in October 2017 for the Green Line Extension -- College Avenue to
Mystic Valley Parkway in Medford, Massachusetts (“GLX”).
MyRWA is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to the preservation and enhancement of the
Mystic River, its tributaries and watershed lands for the benefit of present and future generations.
MyRWA seeks to protect and restore clean water and the natural environment and to promote
responsible stewardship of our natural resources. In addition, MyRWA works to improve public access
to water bodies and shorelines throughout the watershed, and especially for environmental justice
populations whose recreational opportunities have been limited by the concentration of industrial and
commercial development along the edges of the river.
We support the Proponent in its exploration of a one-mile extension of the Green Line from College
Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway in Medford. The purpose of this NPC is to initiate an MEPA review
of the GLX proposal. Extending the Green Line terminus to the Mystic Valley Parkway is anticipated to
have positive environmental and environmental justice benefits. Confirming (or refuting) the extent of
those benefits against these new mitigation factors will inform how to progress on the project.
In particular, MyRWA advocates that the environmental studies examine water quality and public
access to watershed resources. In addition to bicycle access to the region, the Mystic Greenways
provides pedestrian access to miles of public open spaces along the Mystic River, its tributaries, and
connector paths and parks. The GLX would be a key access point for all communities, including
environmental justice communities, in the north- to northwest Boston area to connect with and enjoy
the open space network.
We offer specific comments about evaluating water quality and access issues against this NPC.
Clean Water
• The NPC indicates the extension project has “no impact” on wetlands or waterways. Yet, with
the location of an electrical station yet to be determined, the mapped terminal project is
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located within 100 feet of the Mystic River. We recommend re-evaluating the potential impacts
of constructing and running the station, and also setting guidelines for the electrical station
placement, in terms of its proximity to the Mystic River.
The NPC reports the station design “will result in small increases in impervious surfaces.” We
recommend exploring solutions to mitigate these increases by reducing impervious surfaces
and/or designing offsets to mitigate the anticipated increase.
Extending the Green Line to the Mystic Valley Parkway has the potential to reduce automobile
vehicle miles travelled around the project site. Updating the previous (2010) traffic study is
appropriate, especially the expected reduction in auto emission pollutants washed from the
roadways and carried into the river by stormwater.
We applaud the intent to explore how air quality improvements will also benefit water bodies
and surface waters.
We also suggest miles travelled or automobile idle time may be impacted along Route 16,
from Alewife to Route 93, as commuters take advantage of a local rail station rather than use
cars or buses to travel to Alewife or Wellington Stations. Reducing automotive travel along the
stretch of Route 16 that closely follows the Mystic River or one of its tributaries, Alewife Brook,
may contribute to the environmental benefit of the project.

Public Access and Public Safety
• We applaud the inclusion of the Mystic Greenways project in the NPC. Supporting bicyclists
who will be using the completed Greenway system is expected to contribute to reduced
automobile miles in the area, and also serve those in the community who rely on bicycles for
primary or commuting transportation. We are concerned about bicyclist safety, in particular at
the intersection of Mystic Valley Parkway and Boston Avenue. We recommend a bicycleaccessible bridge to cross over Mystic Valley Parkway, lighting installed on the bike path, and
studies done to identify surface streets likely to experience increased bicycle traffic to and from
the station.
• As stated above, the GLX would be a key access point for all communities, including
environmental justice communities, in the north- to northwest Boston area to connect with and
enjoy the Mystic Greenways open space network.
• Neighborhood access. In addition to a bicycle-accessible bridge to cross over Mystic Valley
Parkway, we recommend exploring the benefits of a pedestrian bridge (as planned for College
Avenue) along the footprint of the train line as it crosses Mystic Valley Parkway to serve West
Medford. A bridge would protect pedestrians or cyclists from crossing Mystic Valley Parkway
on foot, would offer a corridor to West Medford (via Canal Street), and perhaps offer an
alternative “kiss and ride” point on the west side of the river.
• The project plan focuses on non-motorized access to the station (e.g., pedestrian and bike
paths), with a review of commuter bus impacts to come at a later point. The plan should also
consider an option for bus drop-off and pick-up within the station or at points of access near,
but not in, the station (see above in re: exploring options west of Mystic Valley Parkway). Also
consider drop-off and pick-up on the Whole Foods side of the project. This consideration will
be important should an opportunity to redesign bus routes to extend into the suburbs and
terminate at GLX stations arise. Retiring bus routes made obsolete by GLX, and designing
new routes (or enhancing existing routes) to support commuter movement would likely again
reduce automobile miles travelled in car-centric neighborhoods of West Medford and East
Arlington.
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The NPC increases the number of bicycle parking from 120 spaces (from 50) spaces.
We suggest evaluating whether 120 spaces will be adequate to the anticipated
ridership. We suggest comparing bicycle parking at MBTA stations well-connected to
mature bicycle paths (such as Alewife Station - the Minuteman Bikeway) to assess if
120 spaces represents appropriate capacity against the ridership expected at the
station.

Additionally, we’d like to emphasize the importance of items previously included in the GLX
Sustainability Plan:
• Water and water management are major issues for the GLX. Much of the extension will be
built below grade level in a “cut” where commuter rail lines currently run and flooding
sometimes is a problem due to antiquated draining systems. Water management concern is
heightened due to the anticipated impacts of climate change and the likelihood of more severe
and more frequent rain events.
• To help prevent flooding, each GLX station platform will have a temporary rain storage area
underneath it to hold stormwater during a rain event.
• To reduce the amount of stormwater runoff, a green roof is being considered for the Green
Line maintenance facility, and the MBTA also is exploring the feasibility of installing a “blue
roof” that would allow rainwater to be captured for use washing Green Line vehicles. These
elements should be considered if any buildings are constructed or modified at Mystic Valley
Parkway.
• Require the use of low-toxic, sustainable materials in all elements of the design.
• Design extra protection from catastrophic rain events/flooding for the electrical power
substation to be sited near the Mystic Valley Parkway station.
• Use hardy, native plants in landscaping.
• Utilize the Envision system guidelines which rate and certify public works projects for
sustainability (similar to LEED for private development).
As an interested stakeholder, we encourage the next steps defined in the NPC. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment on the recently proposed changes to this important project.

Sincerely yours,

Patrick Herron, Deputy Director
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Marques
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Greenline Mystic Valley Parkway extension
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 5:18:50 PM

Dear Ms Flaherty,
My name is Paul Marques and I am a life long resident of 32 Fairfax st in
Somerville,MA. I am emailing u not just on my own behalf but of that of my entire
neighborhood in West Somerville imploring you to please build the Greenline
extension out to RT 16. I am sure you know how crowded and congested it has
become with the multitudes of condos and new construction happening all around
the area. Well, add to that the number of cars as well as how expensive it is to let
alone live here and have a car and anyone can clearly see that the extension would
very much help to alleviate these problems as well as cut down on the unhealthy
impact that it all has on all of us.
Again, I am a life long resident and have spoken to numerous long and short term
residents alike in the community and we all agree that it has been a long time in the
making and a promise way over due to be kept.
Said again, please build the Mystic Valley Parkway/RT 16 line.
I would be happy to meet with you/anyone else on this matter as stand as an
advocate in my neighborhood.
Thank you very much
Sincerely
Paul Marques

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raymond Nagem
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
EEA No. 13886
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 2:41:59 PM

Dear Sir or Madame,
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed
Green Line extension from College Avenue to Route 16.
The primary reasons for my opposition are (1) the
negative effects of the proposed extension on the Medford
Hillside neighborhood, and (2) the negligible public
transportation benefit of the proposed extension.
(1) The plans for the proposed Route 16 station include
an automobile drop-off station with an entrance on Boston
Avenue. I live one block from the proposed drop-off station,
and I know from first-hand experience that traffic is already congested at the intersection of Boston
Avenue and Route
16, and on Boston Avenue from Route 16 to College Avenue.
An automobile drop-off station will obviously bring more
automobiles from surrounding communities onto Boston Avenue,
so a bad traffic situation will become worse. The Medford
Hillside neighborhood is already plagued by automobiles that
use our residential streets in an attempt to avoid the traffic
congestion on Route 16 and Boston Avenue
The proposed station at Route 16 will also disrupt or eliminate
local businesses. In particular, the footprint of the proposed
station falls directly on the U-Haul building at the intersection of Route 16 and Boston Avenue. A
business like U-Haul, where
local residents can rent vans, trucks, and power tools is much
more valuable than the overpriced coffee shop that has been proposed as part of the new station.
The level of noise and vibration due to the commuter rails trains
that run through Medford Hillside is already too high. Frequent Green Line trolleys that run seven days
a week on a crowded
right-of-way that must carry both the commuter rail and the Green
Line will make the noise and vibration much worse.
(2) Medford Hillside is already served by two bus routes to
the Davis Square station on the Red Line. Also, the planned
College Avenue station will be available to any Medford Hillside resident. The College Avenue station is
the most logical
terminus for the Green Line extension, since the extension would
then stop before it runs through the middle of a primarily residential
neighborhood. The negligible benefit of a Route 16 station was clearly expressed by local residents
when the Green Line extension
was proposed several ago.
I ride the Red Line and the Green every day of the week, so
I know how poorly the Green Line now operates. Adding
additional cars to the Lechmere branch of the Green Line
without a corresponding increase in the capacity of the
Green Line from Lechmere to Kenmore will degrade the
performance of all the Green Line branches. I strongly suggest
that the Green Line extension to College Avenue should be
completed and evaluated before an additional station is
built at Route 16.

I hereby request that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts bring in an impartial
environmental convener/broker, preferably the United States Institute for
Environmental Conflict Resolution, to broker participation in a conflict resolution effort
on behalf of Medford Hillside residents in order to address our environmental
concerns. We contend the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has never conducted a
thorough environmental review of the proposed Route 16 station and previously
avoided in the history of this project using National Environmental Protection Agency
law standards that would more benefit residents.
Sincerely,
Raymond J. Nagem
9 Norton Ave
Medford, MA 02155

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rita Donnelly
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
EEA No. 13886 - GLX College Avenue to Mystic Valley Parkway
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 10:54:34 PM

Hello Erin:
I would like to provide my comments regarding the extension of the Green Line to Route 16. The
current terminus is College Ave, Medford at Tufts University.
To say that the area is under served by public transportation is foolish we are getting the Green Line
to College Ave. and currently have buses that go from Arlington Center to Lechmere Station (Route
88), from Medford Square to Davis Square (Route 94), from Medford Square to Harvard Square (Route
96), from Medford Square to Sullivan Station (Route 101) and the Lowell Line Commuter Rail which
stops in West Medford Square and terminates at North Station these are just a few modes of public
transportation that are within a 10 minute walk of the proposed Mystic Valley Parkway Station. The
proposed station would terminate at Route 16 which if a traffic study was done today would find the
distance between Massachusetts Ave at the Arlington/Cambridge line to the Route 93 on ramp
congested and dangerous, Terminating the station at Route 16 will add to the congestion and pollution
and ruin the peace of the neighborhood. We have only to look at the recent development at Assembly
Row as an example, the traffic has increased significantly and even with the huge parking garage and
the commuter parking lot it is difficult to find a parking spot or drive from Somerville to Wellington
Circle.
As a direct abutter to the rail line I will be directly affected if the terminus is extended to Route 16.
After College Avenue the railway narrows significantly and also curves slightly this will necessitate
moving the commuter rail closer to the residents. There are many families, some with small children
that live along this section of the railway. I do not understand how the State of Massachusetts
including MEPA can sign off on moving a known carcinogen closer to the population without a study
and mitigation to keep the health and well being of the families as a number one priority. The state's
own web site has a lot of information regarding the "Health & Environmental Effects of Diesel
Pollution" Below are some quotes from these web sites:
"Breathing in even small amounts of diesel exhaust over extended periods of time can lead to serious
health effects, especially for children, elderly and the chronically ill."  
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has determined that PM2.5 is likely to cause cancer
and contribute to lung damage and cardiovascular disease."
"Short-term exposure to diesel exhaust can cause respiratory distress and worsen asthma, bronchitis,
and existing allergies"  
These are just a few the MEPA web site has much more information regarding diesel particulate
matter, very interesting and alarming.
The study or decision to extend the Green Line to Route 16 (MVP) was put on hold due to funding
what is the cost of a child's lungs compared to a 10 minute walk to one of the other public
transportation modes currently available today. FYI I have two inhalers (Advair and Albuterol).  
When I purchased my house I was not aware that there was any danger, I naively thought that the
state would protect the population and not knowingly expose people to a health hazard. I did not know
about diesel particulates and their health effects.
At the recent meeting that was held the gentleman from the DOT mentioned that if project were to
move forward to MVP they would have to have the soil tested for contamination. Does this mean that
our backyards could be contaminated as well?

Although my wish is to have the terminus remain at College Avenue, I hope that if the decision to move
ahead to Route 16 (MVP) the State of Massachusetts will do the right thing and protect the health and
well being of the neighborhood and residents.

Regards,
Rita Donnelly
35 Charnwood Road
Medford, MA 02155
781-391-4601

Rita Donnelly
radonnelly28@verizon.net

CITY OF SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
MAYOR’S OFFICE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
JOSEPH A. CURTATONE
MAYOR
MICHAEL F. GLAVIN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

December 12, 2017
Secretary Matthew Beaton
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Attn: Erin Flaherty
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Re:

Notice of Project Change – Green Line Extension Project (EEA # 13886)

Dear Ms. Flaherty:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the submitted Notice of Project Change (NPC) for
the MBTA Green Line Extension project (EEA # 13886), dated October 2017 and published in
the MEPA Environmental Monitor on November 8, 2017.
As you know, the City of Somerville has worked tirelessly to advance the Green Line Extension
to Mystic Valley Parkway, which is of critical importance to our community, the metropolitan
region, and the Commonwealth as a whole. Our residents, elected officials, business community
and nonprofit agencies have invested many years in public planning processes associated with
the Project, including the legally-adopted SomerVision Comprehensive Plan. Extending GLX
service to Mystic Valley Parkway from its temporary terminus at College Avenue is essential to
achieving our community’s progressive goals around local and regional mobility, economic
vitality, environmental sustainability and social equity.
In addition, the City formally represents twenty municipalities at the Boston Region
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) through its Inner Core Committee. We are proud of
our multi-municipal collaboration with MPO stakeholders to ensure the Project’s inclusion in the
adopted Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), and Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP). The MPO’s 2016 vote to reprogram federal and nonfederal monies previously allocated
to Mystic Valley Parkway in order to preserve the College Avenue phase of the GLX was
difficult for all members, and the City of Somerville looks forward to the next phase of dialogue
as we collectively work to secure funding for the Project in a timely manner.
The City applauds MassDOT for its efforts to reduce the scope, risk and cost of the Mystic
Valley Parkway extension. The Notice of Project Change identifies specific examples of scope
CITY HALL ● 93 HIGHLAND AVENUE ● SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 02143
(617) 625-6600 EXT. 2500 ● TTY: (617) 666-0001 ● FAX: (617) 625-0722
www.somervillema.gov
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changes intended to simplify construction and minimize long-term operating costs by placing the
trolley platform at street elevation and allowing for grade crossing by pedestrians; the City of
Somerville supports these proposed changes described in the NPC as “Alternative 1”.
The City is pleased that MassDOT has acknowledged the need to plan for adaptive re-use and
public-private partnership opportunities at 600 Mystic Valley Parkway; we request that
MassDOT provide a clearer commitment to evaluating this alternative in the DEIR filing. The
MBTA is already a major real estate holder in Somerville, with roughly 75 acres of yard and
maintenance facilities. Our community’s fiscal health depends on preserving and enhancing
ratable real estate, particularly commercial properties in close proximity to mass transit. A
station design which eliminates the structure at 600 Mystic Valley Parkway and builds a
standalone station with no mixed-use component may not be compatible with the City’s adopted
land use plans. The City supports Governor Baker’s “Open for Business” real estate asset
management initiative, and we look forward to future collaborations with the MBTA and the
Executive Office for Administration and Finance around this site and others in Somerville.
The NPC summarizes previous findings related to transportation, and rightly emphasizes the
importance of creating an excellent public realm and walking infrastructure around the Mystic
Valley station site. The City looks forward to collaborating with MassDOT and the City of
Medford to leverage recent “Complete Streets” enhancements to Boston Avenue made by the
City of Medford using competitive grant funding from MassDOT. The left-turn lane illustrated
on the station layout diagram may be inconsistent with a quality pedestrian and bicycle
environment that truly invites walking and bicycling to the station.
The NPC also identifies a major scope addition consisting of a traction power electrical
substation facility with location to be determined. The City of Somerville looks forward to
working with project stakeholders to learn more about electrical power needs and how to meet
them in the lowest-cost configuration without compromising optimal site circulation and
pedestrian-oriented urban design.
Summary
In summary, the City of Somerville respectfully urges EOEEA to approve the NPC as submitted
to ensure the Project can move expeditiously into the next phase of environmental review and
fiscal programming. The City looks forward to continued partnership with MassDOT, the
MBTA, our neighboring municipalities and regional advocates to advance this crucial regional
investment in a twenty-first century mass transit network for Massachusetts.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Notice of Project Change.
Sincerely,

Brad Rawson
Director, Transportation & Infrastructure
Mayor’s Office of Strategic Planning & Community Development

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Lipsky
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Comment on NPC - Green Line Extension Project
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 4:49:02 PM

December 12, 2017   
                                                                            
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us

Dear Ms. Flaherty:

I am writing to comment on the Notice for Project Change (NPC) for the Green Line
Extension Project to Medford, EEA # 13886.

I am opposed to a terminus being built along the Mystic River at the intersection of
Route 16 and Mystic Valley Parkway for several reasons.

The resulting environmental devastation to this largely residential neighborhood and
its registered historic parkland, designed by Charles Eliot and Olmstead in 1893,
would be undeniable. This particular intersection of Route 16 and Boston Avenue
lays at a historic site on the Mystic River, once known as Gibbs Landing, the last lock
before entering Charlestown on the Middlesex Canal. There are historic trees in
these two parks, some of which date back to the time of the Middlesex Canal.

As several citizens noted at the hearing on November 21,2017, increased traffic
along Boston Avenue and Mystic Valley Parkway is a particular problem. There are
already numerous accidents at this intersection, including two serious accidents in
the last week that required fire engines, multiple ambulances, and police closing
parts of the avenue and parkway. Also, the amount of time in the pedestrian walk
sign at this intersection needs to be increased from 15 seconds. The stop signal
begins flashing at 8 seconds and there is no delay between the end of the flashing
and the traffic signal changing for the cars to proceed. There is also a bus stop at
this intersection (on Boston Avenue) and vehicles are allowed to turn right at the red
light, which contributes to the number of pedestrians being injured here. Some

citizens at the meeting asked for a pedestrian bridge that would lead to the
proposed terminus.

Additional problems have emerged this fall when Boston Avenue was reduced to one
lane in each direction due to the implementation of new bike paths. During
commuting times in the morning and evening, traffic is congested back to North St
on Boston Avenue and in the mornings to Canal St. in West Medford. There is
additional traffic from workers leaving the parking lots in the group of buildings on
Boston Ave. Also, there is confusion about right turns on red lights with the new bike
lanes at the intersection.

In addition there have been at least three pedestrian accidents in the crosswalk at
the intersection of Boston Avenue and Irvington Rd., where a path leading to the
Route 16 terminus is being proposed.

There are three elderly housing complexes that are situated near these intersections
along Boston Avenue: Walking Court in Medford, Somerville’s VNA consisting of 99
units, and Somerville’s Elderly Housing at Capen Court, which consists of 95 units.
Pedestrian safety in this area needs to be reviewed closely because of the number of
elderly pedestrians.

This site of the proposed terminus also abuts the largely residential and historic
neighborhood of West Medford with homes and historic churches that line Boston
Avenue. The original meeting for the proposed terminus at Rte. 16 was held at the
Brooks Elementary School on High St. in West Medford. Later meetings have been
held at Tufts. I believe that future meetings should be held in the neighborhood that
adjoins the proposed terminus, so that the citizens of West Medford may explore the
impact of the proposal on their community.

Another area of concern is the increase in particulate matter in air quality due to
increased traffic in this area. There will be an increased number of buses and cars
traveling along Boston Avenue on both sides of the Mystic River. In addition, there
will be increased traffic traveling south along Mystic Valley Parkway and crossing the
bridge opposite Whole Foods as cars exit from Rte. 93 to reach the Green Line.
From the opposite direction, there will be increased traffic on the parkway as cars
travel north from Massachusetts Avenue and east along Mystic Valley Parkway from
Arlington.

Another area is the projected plan in the DEIR to have storm water empty into the
Mystic River. During the past years, the Mystic has overflowed its banks at the
intersection of Boston Avenue and Mystic Valley Parkway. This is partially due to the
current work being done in Cambridge to mitigate the flooding of Alewife Brook to

push its waters to where it joins the Mystic River at the intersection of Alewife Brook
Parkway and Mystic Valley Parkway, just south of the intersection with Boston
Avenue. In addition, the construction of two large housing projects (almost 200
units) near this intersection has also added to increased storm water being dislodged
into the river. Please take these new developments in storm water management into
account when preventing contamination of storm water and controlling erosion.

To summarize, I believe that the Green Line Extension’s stopping at College Ave.
fulfills the state’s legal obligation to provide public transit services to Somerville. I
am strongly opposed to the proposed extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/ Route 16.
I am concerned about the deterioration of healthy air quality due to increased traffic
along Boston Avenue and Mystic Valley Parkway. I am also concerned about storm
water management in the Mystic River and environmental damage done to the
historic Olmstead-designed parkland that lines the Mystic’s banks and follows the
footprint of the historic Middlesex Canal.

I believe that further environmental and historical analysis will need to be done in
this area. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Lipsky
509 Mystic Valley Parkway
Somerville, MA 02144

December 12, 2017
To: Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
MEPA Office
Attn: Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst
EEA No. 13886
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900, Boston MA 02114
Sent By Email: Erin.Flaherty@state.ma.us
Re: Comment on NPC – Supporting GLX to Mystic Valley Parkway
To Erin Flaherty, MEPA Analyst:
Thank you for this opportunity to submit comments on the Green Line extension
(GLX) Notice of Project Change (NPC) document that begins the environmental
impact study of the proposed extension of the Green Line beyond College Avenue Station to Mystic Valley Parkway (deadline today, Tuesday, December 12,
5:00 p.m.).
http://greenlineextension.eot.state.ma.us/
The Friends of the Community Path and Somerville Transportation Equity
Partnership submit this somment jointly. The mission of the Friends of the
Community Path (Friends) is to connect several regional multi-path networks and
public transit via a Community Path extension (CPX) along the future Green Line
extension (GLX). Somerville Transportation Equity Partnership (STEP) is a
community group dedicated to improving transportation in Somerville, by
advocating for the GLX, a more livable city, and public health issues.
The Friends and STEP are delighted that the NPC includes a proposal for a onemile extension of the Green Line along the MBTA Lowell Line commuter rail
right-of-way from the currently planned terminus at College Avenue in Medford to
Mystic Valley Parkway (Route 16) in Medford and Somerville. The Friends aand
STEP emphatically support the design and construction of a Mystic Valley
Parkway GLX station, which will serve Environmental Justice neighborhoods in
Somerville, Medford, and Arlington.
Notably, this Mystic Valley Parkway GLX station will provide critically needed
public transit for the many youth and adults in East Somerville and others areas
along the entire Green Line, who play or observe sporting activities at Dilboy
Field, and those wishing to take public transit to the other fields and multi-use
paths along the Mystic River and Alewife Brook. This is particularly helpful and
appreciated as Somerville has the least open space per 1000 residents of any of
the Commonwealth’s 351 municipalities.
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The Friends of the Community Path and STEP support all the elements proposed
by the Medford Green Line Neighborhood Alliance) MGNA in their comments on
the NPC, including these three actions for the benefit of those who live in or
recreate in the Mystic River Reservation area:
1. Preserve the U-Haul Building
With the GLX stations having been scaled back to simple open-air platforms
with canopies, only a small portion of the U-Haul building, if any, would be
needed to accommodate the two Green Line tracks and access to and from
the platforms. Pick-up and drop-off activity (except for the Ride) could be
accommodated on Boston Avenue, eliminating the need for a driveway. Not
having to acquire and demolish the U-Haul building will also make the project
less expensive; it will reduce or eliminate the demolition and construction
work, use of heavy machinery, industrial and hazardous waste from the
building, and shorten the construction timeframe, minimizing impact on the
neighbors.
2. Require Sound/Air Pollution Barriers the Length of Project
Sound barriers have proven to not only limit the impacts of noise pollution
from highway and railroad corridors on communities, but also those of air
pollution. Studies show that reductions in downwind pollutant concentrations
within approximately 500 feet of a highway in the presence of a well-designed
sound wall can be on the order of 15% to 50%. These barriers will provide an
important safeguard from the damaging pollutants emitted from the commuter
rail locomotives, which will travel closer to residential properties and the
Mystic River Reservation parklands once the commuter rail tracks are
relocated to accommodate the Green Line tracks. (See page 12 of the
attached EPA report, “Best Practices for Reducing Near-Road Pollution
Exposure at Schools,” for more information and additional references.)
3. Mitigate Noise and Vibration Impacts at the Source
For Phase 1 of the GLX, the MBTA has proposed substituting noise and
vibration reducers at the receptor point, rather than at the source. Providing
mitigation in the form of new windows and insulation for abutting residents is
far inferior to the mitigation previously proposed in the form of work on track
beds, tracks, rails and wheels, as well as noise barriers (already installed
during the GLX work performed in 2013-14 near the rebuilt Harvard rail bridge
in Medford). The substitute mitigation measures do not allow homeowners to
keep their windows open for reduced energy use in the summer; do not allow
peaceful use of their patios, decks, gardens or yards; and do not allow
pleasant use of nearby outdoor recreation areas such as playgrounds. The
substitutions also eliminate any benefit for people visiting the areas near the
extension on foot or on bicycle, as well as any benefit for the abundant wildlife
that frequent the tree-lined corridor. The final MEPA certificate on the Mystic
Valley Parkway Environmental Impact Report study should require the MBTA
to utilize and evaluate noise and vibration mitigation measures at the source,
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as well noise barriers the length of the extension between College Avenue
and Mystic Valley Parkway.
We also urge that these recommendations become part of the secretary's scope
for the EIR, many of which were previously included in the GLX Sustainability
Plan (as follows):
Water Quality


Evaluating the potential positive water quality impacts -- particular to the
Mystic River and its tributaries -- from the reduction in Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) in the project area, which would also reduce the amount
of auto emission pollutants that are washed from the roadways and are
carried into the river by storm water.



Water and water management are major issues for the GLX, especially
since much of the extension will be built below grade level in a “cut” where
commuter rail lines currently run and flooding sometimes is a problem due
to antiquated drainage systems. Water management concern is
heightened due to the anticipated impacts of climate change and the
likelihood of more severe and more frequent rain events.



To help prevent flooding, each GLX station platform will have a rain
storage area underneath it to hold storm water during a rain event for
release later.



To reduce the amount of storm water runoff, a green roof is being
considered for the Green Line maintenance facility, and the MBTA also is
exploring the feasibility of installing a “blue roof” that would allow rain
water to be captured for use washing Green Line vehicles. Perhaps these
elements could be considered if any buildings are constructed or modified
at Mystic Valley Parkway



Require the use of low-toxic, sustainable materials in all elements of the
design



Design extra protection from catastrophic rain events/flooding for the
electrical power substation to be sited near that station



Use hardy, native plants in landscaping



Utilize the Envision system guidelines which rate and certify public works
projects for sustainability (similar to LEED for private development)
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The entire Commonwealth (and beyond) will benefit from these sustainable
transportation projects and the healthier urban neighborhoods and regional
economy they will support. The timely completion of these projects will:


Advance MassDOT’s Mode Shift goal of tripling the bicycle, pedestrian, and
transit mode share by the year 2030



Advance MassDOT’s objective of greenhouse gas emission reductions
within the transportation sector, as required under the Commonwealth’s
Global Warming Solutions Act.



Serve as a model for 21st century urban transportation for the whole state.

Thank you for balancing many interests and for your consideration of this public
comment.

Sincerely,
Lynn Weissman and Alan Moore
Co-Presidents
Friends of the Community Path

Ellis Reisner, Presiden
Wig Zamore, Co-President
Somerville Transportation Equity
Partnership

cc:
stephanie.pollack@state.ma.us, katherine.fichter@state.ma.us,
bkane@mbta.com, okane@mbta.com, Rob.Garrity@dot.state.ma.us,
nathan.peyton@dot.state.ma.us, jacqueline.dewolfe@state.ma.us,
David.Mohler@state.ma.us, Mary.Mello@dot.gov, info@glxinfo.com,
speterson@ctps.org, cclaude@ctps.org, mayor@somervillema.gov,
tsnyder@somervillema.gov, mglavin@somervillema.gov,
BRawson@somervillema.gov, gproakis@somervillema.gov,
mayor@cambridgema.gov, wdeignan@cambridgema.gov,
lpeterson@cambridgema.gov, rrossi@cambridgema.gov,
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jalves@cambridgema.gov, tbennett@cambridgema.gov,
jdevereux@cambridgema.gov, Jon.Lenicheck@mail.house.gov,
Patricia.Jehlen@state.ma.us, jarred.rose@masenate.gov,
denise.provost@MaHouse.gov, mike.connolly@mahouse.gov,
Jordan.Neerhof@mahouse.gov, William.Sutton@mahouse.gov,
Christine.Barber@mahouse.gov, Claire.Teylouni@mahouse.gov,
Sal.DiDomenico@masenate.gov, Paul.Donato@mahouse.gov,
Sean.Garballey@mahouse.gov, matthew.hartman@masenate.gov,
john.rosenberry@mahouse.gov, ttoomey@cambridgema.gov,
aldermanconnolly@gmail.com, MJRossetti@somervillema.gov,
aldermansullivan@aol.com, william.a.white@verizon.net,
M.Niedergang@comcast.net, mmclaughlin@somervillema.gov,
mheuston@hotmail.com, RMcWatters@somervillema.gov,
tony@tonylafuente.com, lancedavisward6@gmail.com, katjana@katjana.org
kenneth.krause@comcast.net, mackey@somervillechamber.org,
barbara.rubel@tufts.edu, wlandman@walkboston.org,
mark.e.chase@gmail.com, dcarr@cube3studio.com, reisnere51@gmail.com,
wigzamore@gmail.com, EBourassa@mapc.org, tobrien@hyminvestments.com,
denison@gmail.com, kara@livablestreets.info, steve@livablestreets.info,
jackie@livablestreets.info, snutter@gmail.com, bikeinfo@massbike.org,
richard@massbike.org, bostongreenroutes@somervillebikes.org,
jason@bostoncyclistsunion.org, bwolfson@bostoncyclistsunion.org,
TReardon@mapc.org, kencarlson8@gmail.com, kegan@t4ma.org,
cticotsky@t4ma.org, jostroff@t4ma.org, jlauspitz@comcast.net, arondon@masmartgrowth.org, andre@ma-smartgrowth.org, bkearney@walkboston.org,
bsloane@walkboston.org, jeremy@transitmatters.info, tkaplan@gbls.org,
reisnere51@gmail.com, wigzamore@gmail.com, kmolloy@gmail.com,
info@somervillebikes.org, rmares@clf.org, alan@pathfriends.org,
jonah@petri.us, friendspath@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tiffany Reevior
Flaherty, Erin (EEA)
Green Line Extension
Tuesday, December 12, 2017 5:02:23 PM

Please bring the green line to Route 16!
Thanks,
Tiffany Reevior
37 Lyman Ave
Medford

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY RESOURCES
100 CAMBRIDGE ST., SUITE 1020
BOSTON, MA 02114
Telephone: 617-626-7300
Facsimile: 617-727-0030
Charles D. Baker
Governor

Matthew A. Beaton
Secretary

Karyn E. Polito
Lt. Governor

Judith F. Judson
Commissioner

20 December 2017
Matthew Beaton, Secretary
Executive Office of Energy & Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
Attn: MEPA Unit
RE:

Greenline Extension, Somerville/Medford, Massachusetts, EEA #13886

Cc:

Arah Schuur, Director of Energy Efficiency Programs, Department of Energy Resources
Judith Judson, Commissioner, Department of Energy Resources

Dear Secretary Beaton:
We’ve reviewed the Notice of Project Change (NPC) for the above-referenced project. The
purpose of this this letter is to identify emission reduction measures to evaluate for future
submissions, consistent with the objective of MEPA policy to avoid, mitigate, and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The proposed project potentially includes redevelopment of an
existing, approximately 150,000 sf storage building into a mixed use development. Uses
potentially include residential, retail, and office.
Recommendations for Future Submissions
Our recommendations for future submissions are as follows:
1. Future submissions should demonstrate that the project is taking all feasible measures to
avoid, minimize and mitigate GHG emissions. The GHG Policy and supporting
documentation is available at http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/mepa/greenhouse-gas-emissionspolicy-and-protocol-generic.html.

2. The project may be able to finance efficiency and renewable improvements with Property
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing http://www.massdevelopment.com/what-weoffer/key-initiatives/pace/.

Greenline Extension, EEA #13886
Somerville/Medford, Massachusetts

3. If the project is considering residential use, passive design
should be thoroughly evaluated for that portion of the
development. Passive design methods are available
through the Passive House Institute US (PHIUS) here:
http://www.phius.org/home-page and through the Passive
House Institute (PHI) here: http://www.passivehouse.com/.
Both are recognized by Massachustts’ building code.
Multifamily specific information is available here:
http://multifamily.phius.org/.
Both methods include
procedures for retrofit applications. An extensive study
from NYSERDA on financial and feasibility of Passive is
available here: http://www.fxfowle.com/projects/182/feasibilitystudy-to-implement-the-passivhaus-standard-on-tall-residentialbuildings/. See right for an example of a Passive retrofit

project.

Brooklyn Townhouse Passive Retrofit.
Photo: New York Passive House

4. When evaluating Passive cost feasibility (and cost
evaluations, in general), we recommend netting additional
envelope costs against reduced HVAC costs.
5. In addition, we recommend further netting of costs against potential financial benefits
derived from the following sources, which can also reduce first costs:


Utility performance-based incentives for energy efficiency improvements



Alternative energy credits (AECs) for renewable thermal production



Grants for various technologies from the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center

6. Code “trade-offs” should be avoided. In particular, avoid trading-off envelope for
HVAC, lighting, or less permanent features.
7. For office, retail and other space, evaluate the following above-Code mitigation
measures:
o Improved space heating (heat pump/VRF; higher than code efficiency
furnace/boiler);
o Improved water heating (heat pump water heating; higher than code efficiency
boiler);
o Energy recovery;
o Reduced lighting power density. Indicate which specific building types are being
used to set Base Case lighting from Table 9.5.1 in ASHRAE 90.1
8. Assess the ability of the existing roof to accommodate solar PV. Estimate the area of
roof potentially usable for solar development. Estimate the resulting power production
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and associated GHG reduction. Rooftop improvements, if required, to enable solar
readiness may be able to be financed through PACE.
9. Submit project modeling files to the DOER on a flash drive.
10. Compare model results’ total and individual end uses with representative, prototype
buildings developed by Pacific Northwest National Labs/Department of Energy found at
the link below. Provide a summary explaining potential differences.


https://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/BECP_901_2013_Progress_Indicator_
0_0.pdf



http://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2013EndUseTables.zip



https://www.energycodes.gov/commercial-energy-cost-savings-analysis

11. Include a table similar to the example below. For “code value” ensure that the value
incorporates any improved efficiency per requirements of Section C406.1 of the
Massachusetts’ amendments.
Base Code
ASHRAE 2013-90.1

Proposed

% Change

Bldg 1

code value

design value

%

Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

(Additional rows for each bldg.)

code value

design value

%

Bldg 1

code value

design value

%

Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

code value
code value

design value
design value

%
%

Bldg 1

code value

design value

%

Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

Bldg 1

code value

design value

%

Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

Bldg 1

code value

design value

%

Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

Bldg 1

code value

design value

%

Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

code value

design value

%

Measure/Area

Comment

Roof Assembly U-value (Btu/hr-Ft2-f)

2

Wall Assembly U-value (Btu/hr-Ft -f)

Area Window/Area Wall (%)
Bldg 1
Bldg 2
Window U-value (Btu/hr-Ft2-f)

AC Efficiency (EER)

ERV Effectiveness (%)

Boiler (% efficiency)

LPD (Watts/sq ft)
Bldg 1
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Bldg 2

code value

design value

%

(continue to include service water, equipment, etc)

Sincerely,

Paul F. Ormond, P.E.
Energy Efficiency Engineer
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources
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2

Mys c Valley Sta on Loca on Aerial

Two Green Line tracks will be added to the le of the exis ng commuter rail tracks shown in center of photo.

3

Mys c Valley Sta on Loca on Map

4

Mys c Valley Sta on Neighborhood Map

5

Mys c Valley Sta on Area Assessors Map

Has the owner of the U‐Haul building (the parcel outlined in red) been granted an easement into the railroad right‐of‐way?

6

Mys c Valley Sta on Popula on



9,116 residents within a half‐mile (10‐minute walk) of sta on



Data prepared in 2009 based on 2000‐ Census



Current are popula on figures have increased
7

Mys c Valley Sta on Environmental Jus ce Tracts

8

U‐Haul Building Parcel Photos

Another aerial view of the U‐Haul building parcel. The Green Line tracks will be added to the le of the exis ng commuter rail tracks
visible in the photo, which must remain in their current loca on in order to cross Mys c Valley Parkway and the Mys c River.

9

U‐Haul Building Parcel Photos

Only the addi on to the main U‐Haul building (outlined in red) would be needed to accommodate the Green Line terminus sta on. The tracks and
pla orms could be inside (and possibly a third track for layovers) plus enclosed bicycle parking. The MBTA could lease this part of the building.
10

U‐Haul Building Parcel Photos

The side of the U‐Haul building facing Boston Avenue. Most of the building is used for storage.
11

U‐Haul Building Parcel Photos

The side of the U‐Haul building facing Mys c Valley Parkway. The lower (le ) sec on is parallel to the exis ng commuter rail tracks.

12

U‐Haul Building Parcel Photos

Another view of the U‐Haul building facing Mys c Valley Parkway; the lower part could accommodate the Green Line tracks, and more.

13

2008 Workshop Concept 1

14

2008 Workshop Concept 2

15

2009 MGNA Track Alignment

As shown on the next page, MassDOT adopted this alignment, elimina ng the need to acquire oﬃce buildings at 200 and 222 Boston Ave.
16

2009 MassDOT Revised Track Alignment

This MassDOT track alignment eliminated the need to acquire two oﬃce buildings, but s ll called for the removal of the U‐Haul building.
17

2010 Chare e Refined Concept

18

2015 U‐Haul Building Adap ve Re‐use Concept



Preserves most if not all of exis ng building



Opportuni es for addi onal green space



Adapts to a higher, be er and more complementary use



Opportuni es to improve sta on access for pedestrians, cyclists



Poten al for expansion of two addi onal levels

19

2015 Mys c Valley Sta on Site Plan

Modifica on required to accommodate pick‐up/drop‐oﬀ for buses/cars/The Ride closer to sta on (entry/exit on Boston Ave. at Stoughton St.
20

Mys c Valley Sta on Prototype: Ellio Landing

Cummings Proper es (which owns the buildings at 196 at 200 Boston Avenue) converted the former United Shoe Machinery Corpora on
building in Beverly into 73 condominiums. The building is near both of Beverly’s MBTA sta ons and also the Bass River.

21

American Woolen Building ‐ 1953

Diagram shows railroad sidings next to the 200 Boston Avenue building, indica ng that room exists for the .GLX tracks.

22

200 Boston Avenue Building ‐ 1964

Diagram shows railroad sidings next to both the 200 Boston Avenue building and the U‐Haul building.
23

Mys c Greenways Map

The emerging Mys c Greenways mul use path network leads to Mys c Valley Sta on (red star) from the north, west, and east.
24

For more informa on, please contact:
Doug Carr

Ken Krause

dcarr@cube3studio.com

kenneth.krause@comcast.net

781‐526‐7405

781‐874‐0920
25

